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From the Principal’s Desk…
Some 25 years ago when I was studying linguistics formally, ‘n’ number of concepts simply amused me. One 
of the significant concepts that remained with me even years after I broke up with formal linguistics is 
‘Linguistic Relativity’. The interactions between language and thoughts was a profusely debated issue then 
(not that the issue is resolved now!).  ‘Can you think without using language?’, ‘Can you use language without 
thinking?’ are the questions that led many scholars for centuries to search and research. ‘Linguistic Relativity’ 
states “structure of a language inuences the way its speakers conceptualize the world”. In other words, our 
words are not mere expression of thoughts as is seen conventionally but, these dominate / control our thoughts. 
It is as profound as to say - you will be able to see a color only if you know the word for it. Really? Really!

What does this have to do with the PWDs? EVERYTHING! Our language of addressing them determines their 
world. If people consistently call a smart person ‘dumb’ then more often than never he/she first starts thinking 
and believing to be ‘dumb’ and then eventually may ‘become’ dumb - to put it over simplistically. An 
individual with different abilities if labeled ‘handicapped’ will first believe himself /herself to be 
‘handicapped’ and then start ‘behaving’ handicapped. Labeling matters! Social and hence, legal labeling is a 
dangerous game of social mindset and conditioning being played for generations. Persons with disabilities / 
different abilities are paying the price of our insensitive labeling. Society still can be forgiven for inappropriate 
labeling but the rehab professionals and special educators cannot be.  Their words mirror their thoughts. It is 
high time we train our mind and tongue to be more responsible while addressing PWDs, at least give an issue a 
careful review to begin with. We rehabilitators can’t be casually found saying ‘normal’ in place of non-
disabled or typically developing children. Right? Right!

Hence, this issue of Arushi requesting your kind attention to ‘labeling / addressing PWDs’. Hope the edit team 
has ‘addressed the addressing issue’ well. Happy reading, happy reecting!

Dr. Asmita Huddar, Principal, CCYM’S HACSE

From the Headmaster’s Desk….
thThis is the 16  issue of Arushi. Like every year, this year also, Arushi will prove its importance as a source of 

information in the field of special education.  RTE (2009) and RPWD (2016) promotes access to free and 
compulsory education to every child of 6 to 14 years. As a result of implementation of both the acts, parents and 
disabled students are reaching mainstream schools. Various concessions and facilities have been offered for 
promoting educational access to children with disabilities. Today Samagra Shiksha Abhiyan (2019) is in 
practice that subsumes the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan and Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan, RMSA. This 
program depicts schools as centers that prepare children for life and ensure that all children including students 
with disabilities get the maximum benefits from preschool till standard XII. Now a days, there are diverse 
learners in respect of gender, cast, intellectual capacity, disability, marginalized students in classrooms of 
mainstream schools. The success in implementation of above mentioned Acts mainly depends on the role and 
compentencies of teachers in discharging their duties as prescribed. Through this news-letter we will try to get 
more information, different ways and means to sustain the disabled students in mainstream schools.  Good 
luck and best wishes to editorial board who are compiling the concepts, ideas, solutions for the field!

Poonam  Sawant, Principal, RTT HighSchool for Hearing Handicapped
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Editor’s Note  

I am grateful to all the authors for their marvelous contributions in Arushi 2020 titled “Labeling / 

Addressing Persons with Disabilities”. While reading the write ups, I have noticed that there is a paradox 

about this theme. This theme is quite ‘broad’ and ‘specific’ at the same time. This theme is broad because 

write ups from a wide range of authors, including experiences of persons with visual impairment, hearing 

impairment, persons without any disability, family members of persons with disability, stakeholders and 

rehab-professionals can be accommodated in it. However, at the same time, this theme is very specific. 

Each author has specifically focused on different aspects of ‘labeling’ and this has made the theme deep, 

relevant and meaningful. Arushi 2020 also gave me an opportunity to interact with our students and shape 

their thoughts towards labeling PWDs. I feel proud to see them working relentlessly for children with 

special needs. The maturity and dedication with which they are approaching PWDs is getting reected 

through their poems and write-ups in this issue.

I thank HACSE for the opportunity to edit this issue. I also thank Mrs. Sunanda Chakraborty, for the 

ground work undertaken for Arushi 2020. It gives me great pleasure to present this issue to the readers 

since I truly believe that the chosen topic is very relevant today. I am sure you will enjoy reading Arushi 

2020! As an action-oriented person this ‘making’ of Arushi kept me on my toes. I hope this issue will set 

your thoughts in motion. The purpose then will have been served.
Kasturi Kulkarni, Assistant Professor, CCYM’S HACSE �

Student-editors Perspective

In this year's issue of Arushi, we reected on labeling PWDs. While supporting the editing process, we 
discovered the different aspects of labeling the PWDs. As student teachers, we were exposed to different 
labels given to the PWDs. In using those terms that we choose to use, we drew upon discourse of disability 
whose meanings are not widely understood let alone agreed upon.  It is important to understand that the 
PWDs are people first and then comes their disabilities. It is important for us to learn that labels play a huge 
role in relation to social assumptions and biases. The current aim should be movement towards labels that 
clearly position the barriers faced by individuals within the social structures around them, not within the 
individuals themselves. This cannot be achieved through subtle changes to our current terminology. The 
labels need to move from being a tool of oppression to become a tool of facilitation. They should 
encourage those who hear them to engage with possibilities. Hopefully, as we future teachers learn more 
and more about the field, we may be able to bring a positive change in the field by application of the 
knowledge we have been receiving. 

Rachel Fernandes- B Ed L D (Second Year)
Khushbu Shah – B Ed H I (Second Year)
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 1.  To Label or Not to Label

Supriya More, 
, RTT High SchoolEducational Psychologist

We live in a society that labels everything. We have labels on our clothes, our furniture and the list is never 

ending. The person who is “heavier than their average weight expectation” is fat. A person who is different 

than what we are used to seeing, and may act a bit outlandishly, may be called crazy. We like the 

convenience of neatly packaged words so we can sum up the person, place or thing and know what to 

expect. Whatever the word that is used, labels are often used as a way to describe characteristics in just one 

word. The problem with this is that it creates stereotypes for what that word means and then people use that 

word to insult or describe others and it creates stigmas. The labels we use to categorize children in school 

setting can be medical, such as “ADHD” (Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder) and “ODD” 

(Oppositional defiant disorder). They can be administrative, like “social, emotional and behavioural 

difficulties” and they can be informal (“challenging” or “disruptive”). Labels like these are used in our 

education system to categorize children according to their academic ability, educational needs and 

behavior. Another reason that labels exist, frankly is out of laziness or convenience. It is much easier to say 

a child has ADHD, than to say that they have trouble focusing during lengthy verbal lessons, often lose 

their belongings, and seem to need to move more than the average child. It is much easier to say that a child 

has autism spectrum disorder than to say that they communicate and socialize differently than their peers . 

However, especially with children, even harmless labels can play a lasting role in self-esteem, behavior 

and long-term personality.

Children develop and define their sense of self by processing what others tell them about who they are, 

what they are good at, how they behave and so on. Every time a teacher says he or she is a “good student” or 

a coach says “average player”, that helps define the way the child views himself or herself. Labels have 

much more of an impact that we realize, and we need to be mindful of how we talk about our children. 

Being mindful of the descriptions we give off to children can make a difference in the self-esteem and self-

concept that they develop. Children change and develop but labels, unfortunately, tend to stick. This can 

make it hard for children to leave behind negative reputations and start afresh. Many labels, such as 

“social, emotional and behavioural difficulties”, locate the problem within the child, individualizing 

issues and shifting the focus away from the wider context. This can make it hard to tackle problems 

holistically.

The use of formal labels can help identify children who require additional support. But the use of labeling 

remains controversial. Not all uses of labels have negative consequences for children. Labels can also be 

used to bring together children with similar experiences and foster a positive group identity where peers 

provide support for children and their families.

Medical and administrative labels can open the door to extra resources so children get the help they need, 

such as additional assistance in the classroom or access to counselling. Labels, where a shared 

understanding exists, can facilitate inter-professional working for the benefit of the child. They can also 

help educators identify necessary professional development opportunities and implement appropriate 

1
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inclusive teaching strategies.

Some of the advantages and disadvantages of labeling are mentioned below

Advantages

1. Individualized Education Plan (IEP)

An obvious pro of labeling a child who has special needs in the classroom is that teachers can use this 

information to help the child learn using their limitations as a guide.  Once a student is identified, the 

student can receive an individualized education program designed to meet his/her unique needs. 

Identifying students in specific categories of disability allows professionals to design an educational plan 

specifically for the student which will best meet the students’ educational needs.

2. Extra Learning Support

By labeling a child, they will receive extra services that they may not have been able to receive otherwise. 

For example, the child may be able to receive instruction in a learning support room at a pace that works for 

them. They can receive frequent repetition and instruction in a much smaller setting with other students.

3. Targeted Instruction

Receiving instruction based on what students need is crucial in helping them excel and be successful in the 

future. The teachers and staff are better equipped to teach the child in a way that ensures learning by 

knowing what the specific learning disability is for each student.

Disadvantages

1. Low Self-Esteem for the Student

There are many laws in place that protect the rights of students with disabilities including access to 

services and they help to ensure that these students are not discriminated against. However, many children 

do have low self-esteem once they are labeled.  Students who are identified as students with disabilities 

may doubt themselves, feel that they are not as smart as others and create a sense of learned helplessness. 

These students may feel that they cannot do well in school or are not smart.

2. Lower Expectations from Parents & Teachers

Parents and teachers may be guilty of having lower expectations for children with special needs. They may 

believe the student cannot do what is required of the other students and therefore lower the learning 

expectations for the child. Basically, if the teachers and parents don’t believe in the child, then the child 

won’t believe in himself either.  Lower expectations sets up the student for failure.

3. Peer Issues

Fellow students can be mean and make fun of the student with special needs because they are different. 

2
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This may lead to the student having difficulty making friends and/or make them vulnerable to bullying or 

other mis-treatment. It is very important that teachers and parents help these students to build a positive 

self-image and boost their self-esteem by helping them build healthy relationships with others. In order to 

ensure that the positives outweigh the negatives when labeling a child as ‘special needs’ in the school 

system, it is necessary that parents get involved and become educated about the process. Either way, labels 

can be both good and bad for a student.  It is important as an educator to be aware of the approaches used 

towards labelled students, where assessing abilities should be constant as that will keep the teacher up to 

date with students’ learning, not having to rely on the label.  A little extra help can go a long way.

Center for disABILITY Studies!

 Department of Education, University of Mumbai

lees Deehe keäÙee keânueevee hemebo 
keâjWies...
nQ[erkewâh[?

jcesMe "erkeâ jnsiee!!
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disability.ac.mu@gmail.com

meyemes GheÙegòeâ uesyeue Deeceleewj hej Jen nw 
pees Skeâ JÙeefòeâ kesâ ceelee-efhelee ves GvnW efoÙee nw, nQ ve!

meceLe&ve, efšhheCeerÙee, Ùeesieoeve Ùee DeefOekeâ peevekeâejer kesâ efueS nceW mebheke&â keâjW~ 

Labels are for filling. Labels are for clothing. Labels are not for people. 

 -Martina Navratilova
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2.   Terms of Impairment

Madan Vasishta
Retired Professor, Gallaudet University, USA

Shakespeare through Juliet had asked “what’s in a name?” Obviously, Shakespeare and Juliet did not have 

to deal with political correctness or the extremely biased and sensitive issue of selecting a name for some 

disability.  The terminology to describe various disabilities has changed over time and will continue 

changing. The requirement to be politically correct forces us to select and use names that are not offensive. 

And this political correctness changes with time, faster than weather. Juliet’s rose “by any name would 

smell as good” but the names of disabilities start to stink faster than a fish. 

Some of the terms I will refer to below might raise eyebrows of highbrow people working with and for 

people with, hmmm, disabilities, but I am using these as references and request to be forgiven.  The generic 

“handicapped” referring to all people with various disabilities fell out of grace and was replaced with a 

softer term—disabled. They also played with euphemisms like “differently abled” and rather sugary 

“capable”.  They forgot that “abled” is not an English word. These will keep changing as people find a 

“softer” or sexier appellation. 

For individual disability, let us start with blindness. They were visually handicapped and then became 

visually impaired and now visually disabled as well as visually challenged. Similarly, deaf people were 

plainly deaf then they became hearing handicapped and hearing impaired and also hearing challenged. We 

need a whole encyclopedia to go over all the 21 disabilities included in the RPWD and the names that 

are/were/will be used to identify them, so will stop here. 

Before I go further, I would like to challenge this “challenged” appellation. I have a lot of challenges.  Yes, 

I am deaf, therefore, hearing challenged. I am five feet four, therefore, vertically challenged. Being bald, I 

am follicle (or rather follically) challenged. At times, I am morally challenged too. The list goes on. 

However, I would prefer to be called a short, bald, deaf man with questionable moral turpitudes. 

We all are challenged mentally a lot of time. Are we, then, all mentally challenged? Therefore, calling 

people who fall on the left side of the normal curve, mentally challenged is, well, discrimination. Similarly, 

people have selective hearing and should be called hearing challenged. People who go to the beach to ogle 

at the eye candies of the opposite sex variety and ignore the beauty of the sea and sunset are obviously 

visually challenged. The list goes on. 

Then there is the “people first” hypocrisy.  Instead of simply saying “deaf child” we are advised to say, “the 

child with deafness” or a “child who is deaf.” These are efforts to prolong the time to mention the area of 

disability. It is analogous to calling a beautiful girl, “the girl with beauty” or “the girl who is beautiful.”  I 

am sure that the girl would prefer to be called simply a “beautiful girl.” It can get even worse when a tall 

man is called “a man with tallness.” 

4
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Deaf people do not like being called hearing impaired. They prefer to be called deaf or hard of hearing. 

These terms show their hearing status clearly. The term “hearing impaired” was invented by hearing 

people with impaired thinking, according to a friend of mine. 

Let us call a spade a spade. Let us show proper respect to disabled people by being with them and 

associating with them. Let us not hide our hidden prejudice by inventing euphemism. 

And no….I am not going to mention Divyangjan.

When Readers Write!
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3.  ceePes JesieUsheCe

MegYeoe heÇefkeCe DeIeesj,
efkeMes<e efMeef#ekeâe, heÇieleer efkeÅee}Ùe, oeoj 

keâvÙeejlve Pee}s cnCetve efMebos heefjkeej; (veeke yeo}}s Deens.) KetMe neslee. DeeF&ves keelmeuÙeeves yeeUe}e pekeU Iesle}s. meieUs KetMe nesles. keâener ceefnvÙeele 
DeeF&}e peeCeke}s keâer Deehe}b yeeU yees}le veener. DeeheCe nekeâ ceej}er lej heenele veener. cees"Ÿee Deekeepee}e oÛekeâle veener. ceveele MebkesâÛeer hee} ÛegkeâÛegkeâ}er. 
ceveele DemebKÙe Mebkeâe Ùesle neslÙee. F&.Sve.šer.ves leheemeCeer kesâ}er ke Devet}e Sskeât Ùesle veener Ùeekej efMekeäkeâeceesle&ye Pee}s.‘ßekeCe-neme’ ke  ‘keâCe&yeOeerj’ ns Meyo 
Sskeâtve efMebos oebhelÙeekej DeeYeeU keâesmeU}s. 

heCe peerkeveele mekeâejlcekeâlee "skeCeejer ceeCemes Oe]keäkeäÙeeletve }kekeâj yeensj Ùesleele lemes efMebos kegâšbgye Ùeeletve meekej}s DeeefCe DeeheuÙee ceg}erkej }eie}suÙee Ùee 
Dehebielkeekej efMe#eCeeves ceele keâjCÙeeÛes "jke}s. efHeâpeerDeesLesjsheer, mheerÛe Lesjsheer, Dee@keäÙethesMeve Lesjsheer Ùee meieàÙeeletve Devet efMekeâle, Peie[le nesleer. leer efkeMes<e 
MeeUsle peele nesleer. efMebos kegâšbgyeeÛes peerkeveeÛes OÙesÙe yeve}s keâer Devet}e me#ece yevekeeÙeÛes. Devet, efleÛes hee}keâ, efleÛeer efkeMes<e MeeUe, efMe#ekeâ, kegâšgbyeeleer} Flej 
meomÙe Ùee mekeeËÛÙee heefjßeceeÛes Heâef}le cnCepes Deepe leer efleÛÙee heeÙeekej me#eceheCes GYeer Deens. 

leskne Deepe ceeies keUtve heenleebvee efleÛes hee}keâ cnCeleele, ‘yejb Pee}b, Deecne}e efleÛes kesieUsheCe mecepe}b. meg™keeleer}e Deecne}e pÙee Meyoeves Ieeyejke}s nesles, 
lÙeeveerÛe Deecne}e mhe° efoMee oeKeke}er. Deecner heg{er} heÇkeemeemee"er leÙeej Pee}es. leskne cegkeâer yeefnjer ceg}ieer DemeÛeb meyeesOe}b peeÙeÛe. heCe Deecne}e ns 
keâCe&yeefOejlke Deens, ns meebietve efleÛÙeekej kesieUsheCeeÛee efMekeäkeâe yeme}e. lÙeecegUsÛe Flejebhes#ee efkeâleerlejer DeefOekeâ hešerves cesnvele IÙeeÙe}e Deecner leÙeej Pee}es. 
Devegkej }eie}suÙee efMekeäkeâÙeeÛee Deecner mkeerkeâej kesâ}e ke efleÛeer ÙeesiÙe heÇieleer meeOe}er. 

DeMeer meceepeele Deveskeâ ceg}b Deensle pÙeebvee DeMee heÇkeâejÛes efMekeäkesâ Deensle. ÙeeÛeer Ûeebie}er yeepet DeMeer keâer. Ùee veecekeâjCeecegUs Ùee ceg}ebvee Flejebhes#ee keâenerlejer 
kesieUs Åeekes }eieles, lÙeebÛÙeekej kesieUer cesnvele IÙeekeer }eieles ns mecepeles.lÙeebÛÙee efkeefkeOe efke<eÙeeleer} mecemÙee peeCetve keâece keâjlee Ùesles. DeOÙeeheve heOoleerle 
yeo} keâjlee Ùeslees. Mew#eefCekeâ meeefnlÙe kesieUs yeveketve Flej meke&meeOeejCe ceg}ebÛÙee #ecelesheÙeËle DeeCeCÙeeÛee efveefMÛeleÛe heÇÙelve kesâ}e peelees.  veeCÙeeÛeer 
ogmejer yeepet DeMeer Deens keâer Ùee efMekeäkeâÙeecegUs ceg}ebÛÙee DeelceefkeÕeemee}e Oekeäkeâe heesnÛet Mekeâlees. hee}keâebÛÙee ke efMe#ekeâbeÛÙee DeMee ceg}ebkeâ[tve Dehes#ee keâceer 
nesT Mekeâleele. heCe Meskešer cnCeleele vee ‘peie DeeheCe heent lemeb efomele,  Âef°keâesve cenlkeeÛee!’
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She entered the clinic,
Shattered and confused,
Feeling bruised and misused,
She had little or no idea,
Why was she here?
Would anyone understand her tear?
She sat in front of the counselor,
Still in her own world,
With her body tightly curled.
Finally, she gathered her wits,
And shared some moments,
And to her surprise, the therapist listened 
without any comments.
Session after session,
She opened up a bit,

With the counselor being understanding 
about it. 
The therapist helped her, 
Discuss and introspect,
Till she could understand and redirect,
There came a time,
When she felt secured and confident,
This was her victory, clearly evident. 

Ruta is our second year B.Ed (LD) student 
who has written this poem on the occassion 
of World Mental Health Day. 

Ruta Anand Karve (SY.LD) on Mental Health Day 
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4. ‘efokÙeebie’ veekeeÛÙee he}erkeâ[er} peie mecepetve Iesleebvee 

Sonal Shilpa Santosh, 
Assistant Manager, Youth For Jobs

DeeheuÙee Deepetyeepet}e FlekeäÙee iees°er Ie[le Demeleele keâer ceveele Demetve osKeer} DeeheuÙee}e keâOeer keâOeer menYeeieer neslee Ùesle veener. Deellee keâe}ÛeÛe 
GoenjCe IÙeeÙeÛeb Pee}b lej ceePÙee Skeâe cew$eerCeerves ce}e Skeâe ieeCÙeeÛÙee keâeÙe&›eâceeÛeer peeefnjele Jne@šdmeDe@hekej hee"ke}er.ce}e keâeÙe yees}ekes ns keâUsvee. ceer 
keâener efjhueeÙe efo}e veener. ceer efnDejerbieS[ keehejle DemeuÙeeves ieeCeer, efmevescee FlÙeeoer keâeÙe&›eâceebvee peeCes MekeäÙelees šeUles. Deekeepe Ùesle Deme}e lejer Meyo 
mecepele  veener. ceie lÙeeÛe cew$eerCeerÛee Lees[Ÿee kesUeves cesmespe Dee}e. ‘mee@jer ne, meesve}, ceer Deehe}b leg}e menpe hee"ke}b. ceuee veblej mecepe}s efkeâ let efokÙeebie 
Deensme vee, veener peceCeej leg}e.’  ce}e keâmeb efjDe@keäš keâ™ nsÛe mecepesvee. Skeâlej efleves ceePeer De[ÛeCe mecepetve IesTve cesmespe kesâ}e cnCetve yej keeš}b, heCe 
peemle Ûeer[ Dee}er leer lÙee leerves keehej}suÙee MeyoeÛeer -efokÙeebie ! Kethe keâceerheCeeÛeb keeš}b.Kej lej DeeheCe cnCelees, veekeele keâeÙe Deens. heCe ceePÙee celes 
veekeele Kethe keâener Demeles. kÙeòeâerÛee Deeoj DeeefCe meceevelesÛe cetuÙe.

DeeheuÙee meceepeele ef[me@efye}eršer cnCepes Dehebielke Ùeekej peeie™keâlee heefnuÙeeheemetveÛe Heâej keâceer Deens. Heâej hetefke&ÛÙeekeâeUer handicapp	ne Meyo 
Fbiue[ceOes heÇÛeef}le neslee. Fbiueb[Ûee jepee nsvejerÛÙee keâejefkeâoer&ÛÙee  15 kÙee ke 16 kÙee Melekeâele Fbiueb[ceOeer} Dehebie efoiiepeebceOetve ne Meyo Dee}e. 
ÙegOoeveblej mkeleŠÛee peerke keeÛekeCÙeeme DemeceLe& DemeuÙeecegUs lÙeebvee Yeerkeâ ceeieCÙeemee"er  ‘neleele šesheer’ IesTve jmlÙeekej Glejekes }eie}s. jepee nsvejer 
Dee"kÙeeves Dehebie }eskeâebvee Yeerkeâ ceeieCes keâeÙeosMeerj kesâ}s. keâejCe lÙeebvee jespeieej kegâ"s efceUt Mekesâ} ÙeeÛeer MeeÕeleer jepee}e veknleer. leskneheemetve n@b[erkeâ@he 
cnCepesÛe Dehebie ne Meyo keehej}e peeket }eie}e. FbieÇpeebhee"eshee" Yeejleele osKeer} ne Meyo keehej}e peeket }eie}e, heCe FbieÇpe peeTve 75 ke<e&s Pee}er lejer Ùee 
MeyoeÛee heie[e Depetve DeensÛe YeejleerÙe peveceveekej!

Yeejleele heefn}e keâeÙeoe 1995 ceOes Dee}e. Persons	with	Disabilities	Act,	1995 Ùee keâeÙeÅeeves Dehebielke Deme}suÙee kÙeefòeâ}e 

Persons	with	Disability Ùee veekeeves mebyeesefOele kesâ}s peekes Demee efveÙece kesâ}e. veblej yejsÛe keâeÙeos Dee}s DeeefCe Kethe megOeejCee PeeuÙee. 2016 

mee}er Deefmlelkeele Dee}suÙee  Rights	of	Persons	with	Disabilities	(RPWD)	 ceOÙes ef[me@efye}eršer-heÇkeâejebÛeer mebKÙee 7 ke™ve 21 kej 
Pee}er. DeepeÛÙee Ie[er}e YeejleeceOes ne Heâej cees"e keâeÙeoe Deens. Flekeâer efmLelÙeblejs Pee}er Demetve osKeer} Deepe DeeheCe n@bef[keâ@he Ùee Meyoekej De[keâtve 
yeme}es Deenesle. Ùeele Depetve Yej cnCetve keâer keâeÙe, DeeheuÙee ceeveveerÙe hebleheÇOeeveebveer efokÙeebie Ùee MeyoeÛee hegjmkeâej keâjle meieàÙeebvee peesjoej PeškeâeÛe 
efo}e. DeheieblJe ns hejcesÕeDeejves efouesues Jejoeve Deens DemeeÛe keâenermee DeLe& JÙeòeâ neslees. cegUerÛe efoJÙe DebMe  ne Deens. Demes SkeâheÇkeâejs Dehebielkee}e cees"s 
mecepetve cees"sheCe yene} kesâ}e ies}e Deens.peskne Ùee MeyoeÛeer Iees<eCee Pee}er leskne Dehebie ceg}s, ceg}er, meesMe} kekeâ&j, hee}keâ, [e@keäšjme& DeeefCe Ùee #es$eele keâece 
keâjCeejs le%e Ùeebveer leerkeÇ Dee#eshe Iesle}e.yeekeâerÛeer pevelee peer Ùee #es$eeyeö} hetCe&heCes DeveefYe%e nesleer, lÙee mekeeËveer hebleheÇOeeve Ùee efyeÛeeNÙee Dehebie }eskeâebmee"er 
keâenerlejer keâ™ heenle Deensle Demes mecepetve megjele metj efcemeU}s. meeke&peefvekeâ ef"keâeCeer, yeme mše@he, cee@}, ceveesjbpeveeÛeer ef"keâeCeer efokÙeebieeÛÙee heešŸee 
PeUkeât }eieuÙee. cee$e Ùee Meyoeyeö} eflejmkeâej kee{le ies}e. ceevÙe Deens keâer Dehebie }eskeâ lÙeebvee Deme}suÙee Meejerefjkeâ ke ceeveefmekeâ keâcelejlescetUs Flejebhes#ee 
Lees[s kesieUs he[leele, keâejCe lÙeebÛÙee owvebefove ne}Ûee}erbkej ceÙee&oe Ùesleele. Ùee ceÙee&oe Ùesleele keâejCe DeeheuÙeekeâ[s lÙeebÛes peerkeve megKekeâejkeâ nesF&} Ùeemee"er 

keâesCeleer Keeme kÙememLee veener. cnCepesÛe accessibility  veener. GoeŠ pees ceeCetme kner}ÛesÙej keehejlees, lÙee}e jsukes, yemeves heÇkeeme menpeheCes keâjlee 
ÙesF&} keâe? mejkeâejer keâeÙee&}ÙeebceOes efkeâbkee Flej$e ef}HeäšÛÙee meesÙeer Deensle keâe? Sskeât Ùesle vemeCeeNÙeebvee efkeâbkee yees}lee Ùesle veme}suÙeebvee efMe#eCeeÛÙee 
keâesCelÙee megefkeOee Ghe}yOe Deensle? Dehebieebvee jespeieejeÛÙee keâeÙe mebOeer Ghe}yOe Deensle ? efMe#eCe, veekeâjerÛÙee mebOeer, DehebielkeeÛes heÇceeCehe$e efceUCÙeeÛeer 
megefkeOee, DeejesiÙeeÛÙee megefkeOee, meneÙÙekeâ GhekeâjCes hejke[CeeNÙee efkeâceleerle efceUCÙeeÛeer kÙekemLee, Ùee meejKes Skeâ vee Deveskeâ heÇMve Deensle. Ùee heÇMveebkej 
peeie™keâlee Ie[ketve DeeCeCÙeeSskepeer, Dehebielkee}e F&Õejer heÇefleYee mecepetve Goes Goes keâjCÙeeÛeer keâeÙe DeekeMÙekeâlee Deens? efokÙeebie ner Ghecee osketve 
lÙeebÛÙeeleuÙee Meejerefjkeâ keâcelejlesÛee ke DehebielkeeÛee ieewjke keâ™ve DeeheCe keâeÙe efceUke}s? MenjerkeâjCeecegUs, efMe#eCeeÛÙee, DeejesiÙeeÛÙee ke jespeieejeÛÙee 
mebOeerbceggUs Menjer Yeeieele peeie™keâlee Deens. heCe Depetvener ieÇeceerCe Yeeieele heefjefmLeleer efyekeâš Deens. ieekee-ieekeele DebOeßeOoe, Deefve° Ûee}erefjleer, iewjmecepe, 
lemesÛe kewÅeefkeâÙe meskee ve efceUeuÙeeves yeeUebvee Dehebielke Ùesles. ÙesLes ke=âleerÛeer iejpe Deens, efokÙeebieebÛee ieewjke keâjCÙeeÛeer veener. 

meg™keeleerheemetve kesiekesieàÙee Yee<ee, heÇeble, Ûee}erjerleer, ßeOoe Ùeele efkeefkeOelee Deme}suÙee DeeheuÙee meceepeele Dehebielkee}e kesiekesieàÙee veekeebveer mebyeesOe}s peeles.  
Abled, differently challenged, special child, specially abled, deaf DeeefCe DemesÛe keâener. ceePe heCe yee}heCe Ùee Meyoele DemeÛe 
Lees[Ÿee Heâej Heâjkeâeves efkeKegj}s ies}s Deens. }neve Demeleebvee ceMeerve }ekele DemeuÙeeves ceePes ceMeerve meieàÙeebvee efomeeÙeÛes, ceie lÙeebÛÙee ØeMveebÛee Yeef[ceej 
ceePÙeekej ke ceePÙee DeeF& keef[}ebkej, legceÛeer ceg}ieer special child  Deens keâe? deaf and mute  Deens keâe? keâOeer heemetve Demeb Deens? ce}e Kejb lej 
Ùee veekeebveer ieesbOeUeÙe}e kneÙeÛes. ceer special Deens Demeb peskne keâesCe cnCele leskne keešeÙeÛeb efkeâ ceer kesieUer Deens keâe keâesCeer? vee@ce&} MeeUsle keâMeer keâeÙe 
peeles ? Demeb yees}uÙeekej ceer S@yevee@ce&} Deens keâe Demeb keešeÙeÛeb. }eskeâ ceMeerve heentve yees}eÙeÛes leskne DepetveÛe }epe keešeÙeÛeer. ceie ceer ceePes kesâme kee{ketve 
ceeskeâUs "skeeÙe}e }eie}s. Demes kesâuÙeecegUs kegâCeer keâener yees}Ceej veener Demeb ce}e keeš}b. Kej lej DeeF& keef[}ebvee keâOeerÛe Demeb keeš} veener. heCe ce}e keâeÙe 
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keešs}, ce}e keeF&š keešs} cnCetve lesner yees}eÙeÛes keâer leg}e heeefnpes lej kesâme "ske ceeskeâUs. 

megowkeeves profound hearing loss Demetve osKeer} ce}e MeeUsle efkeâbkee yeensj peemle De[ÛeCeer veener DeeuÙee keâOeer. keâener MeyoeÛee GÛÛeej ce}e peceeÙeÛee 
veener lej keâOeer-keâOeer MeyoeÛes GÛÛeej ÛegkeâerÛes DemeeÙeÛes. MeeUsle}s efce$e cewef$eCeer efkeâbkee DeepetyeepetÛes efÛe[keeÙeÛes leskne keeF&š keešeÙeÛes. }eskeâ DeeheuÙeekej 
nmeeÙeÛes cnCetve, ce}e ceePee weakness oeKekeeÙeÛee veknelee. ceer Deehe}er nmeCÙeekeejer vÙeeÙeÛeer. ceer "jke}s nesles keâer, efkeâleerner De[ÛeCeer DeeuÙee lejer 
efMe#eCe keâener LeebyekeeÙeÛeb veener. efMe#eCeecegUs ce}e Skeâ veke peie Keg}b nesle ies}s. meeceeefpekeâ #es$eele efkeefkeOe efke<eÙeebkej keâece keâjCeejer ceeCeme Yesš}er lÙeebÛes 
efkeÛeej, keâuhevee, ÙeebÛeer DeesUKe Pee}er DeeefCe DeelceefkeÕeeme kee{}e. ceer osKeer} meg™keeleer}e ieesbOeU}s, yeekej}s nesles. ceer vekeäkeâer keâesCe Deens? Sskeât Ùesle veener 
cnCetve Dehebie, special ceg}ieer Deens keâe? ceer keâceer Deens keâe? Demes yejsÛe heÇMve he[eÙeÛes. heCe nUt nUt Ùee mekeeËÛeer Gllej efceUle ies}er. peskne ceer mkeleŠ}e 
DeesUKeeÙe}s }eie}s. ne heÇkeeme vekeäkeâerÛe meeshee veknlee. heCe Ùee heÇkeemeeves ce}e ceePÙee DeefmlelkeeÛeer Skeâ kesieUer peeCeerke Pee}er DeeefCe Deellee ceer lÙeeÛe 
DeelceefkeÕeemeeves ceePeer DeesUKe hemejkeles. leer cnCepes ’heme&ve efkeLe ef[meDe@efye}eršer’. ceePÙee DeepetyeepetÛÙee }eskeâebvee ceer osKeer} mkeleŠntve meebieles DeeheCe Dehebie 
kÙeefòeâMeer yees}leebvee lees/leer meke&meeceevÙe kÙeòeâer Deens DemesÛe mebyeesOetve yees}}s heeefnpes. ce}e ceePÙee ceMeerveÛeer Deefpeyeele }epe keešle veener. efkeâbkee keâceerheCee 
osKeer} keešle veener. ne yeo} Skeâe je$eerle Ie[tve Dee}e veener DeeefCe Ie[ketve DeeCeCÙeeÛeer Dehes#ee keâjCesoKeer} ÛegkeâerÛeb Deens. G}š ceer ns Deeveboeves mkeerkeâe™ve 
peiele Deens DeeefCe ÙeeÛe #es$eele ceer keâece keâjle Deens ÙeeÛee ceuee Deevebo Deens. yees}Ceejer }eskeâ yees}eÙeÛes DeeefCe nemeeÙeÛes keâener Leebyele veener, DeeheCe keâe ceie 
LeebyeeÙeÛes? neÛe Oe[e ceer efMekeâ}s. De[ÛeCeer DemeCeejÛe ns Skeâoe ceveesceve "jke}b keâer  keâener keâ"erCe peeCeej veener, keâejCe Meskešer keâmeb peieeÙeÛeb ns DeeheuÙee 
neleele Demeles. 

100% RESULTS ! Here are the SSC toppers of RTT High School

Rank�    Name� Percentage
st                      1                   Simran Lalit Suhanda�                  80 %
nd���

�����������������������������������������������������������������������                      2 Jainul Abiddin  Razak  �                  79.20%
rd�

�����������������������������������������������������������������������                      3 Simrin Sultan Qureshi �                  78.40%
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LABELING - THE AATMAN WAY! (www.aatmanacademy.org)

As the team HACSE was going deeper in the issue of 'addressing and labeling' the PWDs, we 

received complimentary copy of a beautiful calendar from the Aatman Academy.  And guess 

what, we got a fresh perspective on addressing/ labeling disability and addressing ourselves - the 

teachers. With thanks to Aatman Academy, here is what the calendar shares:

"There are no teachers at Aatman! Only our wonderful LFs! Learning is the most important 

activity at Aatman, therefore those who support that activity are the Learning Facilitators!"

"I am loved, respected and cared, for who I am and with my 'diverseabilities'. Everyone belongs. 

Everyone is included in everything that happens on campus". Aren't these the most non- 

glorifying, positive and professionally acceptable terms!
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5. PWD in The UAE: Disability with Determina�on

Aashiya Jassim, Leader of Inclusion, Dubai Scholars Private School

Suzanne Rodricks- Phase Head, Dubai Scholars Private School

Dubai- UAE is the home to hundreds of nationalities, various cultures & faiths. It is amazing to see how 

people from all walks of life, nationalities, cultures contribute to the vision of this progressive and 

respectful nation. Therefore, inclusion comes almost naturally to the UAE. Historically, the nation is 

known to have a diverse society and displays one of the highest levels of tolerance for diversity in the 

region. Such diversity obviously includes diversities of abilities.

‘Persons  of  Determination’ or ‘The Determined Ones’ is how the UAE has chosen to view the attributes 

of persons with disabilities; a reection of their strength of character, their perseverance and their courage, 

as stated under the National Policy for Empowering People with Special Needs. In 2016 HH Sheikh 

Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President and Prime Minister of the United Arab Emirates, and 

ruler of the Emirate of Dubai, introduced the term People of Determination to describe people who were 

formally called special needs as outlined in the Federal Law No. 29 of 2006 Concerning the Rights of 

People with Special Needs.

HH Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum considers it a responsibility of all residents of Dubai and 

of the UAE, to strive towards this vision of empowering People of Determination. He stated that 

‘Determination, strategy and vision for the future are our real resources in the quest for excellence and 

success’. The inspiration for the development of Dubai Inclusive Education Policy Framework is clear 

and is one where the rights and access to equitable opportunities for people of determination are assured 

and protected. 

The policy framework having been set firmly in place sees all educational institutes and educators whole 

heartedly welcome the ruling. Schools now address the students with special needs as ‘Students of 

Determination’. This label is now used in all official documents. 

KHDA -The Knowledge and Human Development Authority (KHDA) is the educational quality 

assurance and regulatory authority of the Government of Dubai, United Arab Emirates. KHDA leads the 

Inclusive Education taskforce and the development of Dubai’s Inclusive Education strategy. It ensures 

that all educational institutes in Dubai, embrace and understand that this concept underpins all effective 

education. It encourages, through its partnership with schools, all teachers, parents, management and 

other professionals to aim for increased progress and attainment of all students, with a special focus on 

those who experience special educational needs and disabilities. 

The Inclusion Framework provides a holistic description and constructive information of the conditions 

necessary to enable all education settings to develop fully inclusive systems of education. It describes the 

following standards to provide clear guidance in order to enhance and extend quality inclusive education 
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services within schools and other education settings across Dubai: 

∙� Identification and Early Intervention 

∙� Admissions, Participation and Equity 

∙� Leadership and Accountability 

∙� Systems of Support for Inclusive Education 

∙� Special Centres as a Resource for Inclusive Education 

∙� Co-operation, Co-ordination and Partnerships 

∙� Fostering a Culture of Inclusive Education 

∙� Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting 

∙� Resourcing for Inclusive Education 

∙� Technical, Vocational Education and Training (TVET) Higher Education and Post-School 

Employment.

About our School and Our Journey in Inclusive Education  

As a Leader of Inclusion, my journey at Dubai Scholars Private School (DS) has been a significant one, 

especially since it has contributed largely towards my own learning curve. Our aim and commitment has 

been to ensure the educational and social inclusion of all students at DS. Our school has definitely begun 

moving away from the traditional ‘one-size-fits-all’ system of education, has picked up pace and shows 

promise of turning into a school with a more inclusive educational ideology. 

How do we respond to the labeling issue?

“We believe that ‘ability-linked labels’ are not for humans; our names are enough to help people 

distinguish one person from the other. Students of Determination or those with Special Needs are 

considered ‘special’ since they do not fit into the ‘normal’ of society. But who decides what is normal and 

what is not? We? The majority? Today the modern, innovative curricula aims to tap the inner creativity in 

each child by catering to their differences, since we believe that all humans are different and it is nothing 

but ethical to value differences. So by restricting their identity and ability, based on a tag inuenced by 

their diagnosis, aren’t we still categorizing them into moulds created by society, in which all are expected 

to fit – one way or the other.

According to me, all of us are special- all of us are equally determined. Let me elaborate-Each one of us 

requires support in some form or the other - may be to learn a new skill or hone the ones we already possess. 

We consider and address these as an individual’s ‘training needs’, but, for a person of determination, we 

tend to look at their needs as ‘areas of deficit’ or ‘special’.Keeping this in mind, at Dubai Scholars we do 

not use labels, we place them into tiers of support based on their challenges. We discuss and action 

challenges not dwell on the diagnosis.

All our students are determined to do better. All our teachers are determined to make our school a place 

where every learner progresses. Our parents and management share the same beliefs. Have we reached our 

destination yet? Not quite. The journey will continue. We will pick up many more success and misses 

along the way. But these wonder moments make our journey exciting, fulfilling and worth every effort. 



6. “Does Language Use Really Ma�er?”
           ‐ Some Reflec�ons on Disability Iden�ty

Dr. Kalpana Kharade, Associate Professor,  

K.J.Somaiya Comprehensive College of Education,   

Abstract

Persons with Disability have to cross several barriers in their everyday life. Social, cultural, economic and 

psychological to name a few. Several factors are responsible for these internal and external barriers. 

Language used with regard to their personal and social identities is one of such factors which affects their 

whole existence. It reects the societal attitude which shape their experiences, particularly during their 

formative stages of life. Internationally, there exists controversy around the disability-first versus people-

first language.  This small article makes an attempt to throw some light on the language used for referring 

to the persons with disabilities across the world in general and in India in particular and appeals the readers 

to rethink about their use of language to refer to people with disability for creating a more positive 

disability identity.

Introduction

Individuals with disabilities had been experiencing widespread marginalization, stigmatization, and 

discrimination. A specific aspect of society’s treatment of people with disabilities that contributes to their 

experience is the language used to refer to them. Language reects how people view each other (Blaska, 

1993) and, if disrespectful or negative, can further perpetuate discrimination. Unfortunately, the language 

used to refer to people with disabilities has historically kept them in their marginalized position by 

portraying them in a derogatory way(Haley & Brodwin, 1988). By defining individuals on the basis of 

disability, they may be reduced to their disability and thereby dehumanized.

According to theory and empirical research, the words or phrases people speak or write affect society’s 

perception of people with disabilities and the self-image of those individuals with disabilities  as well 

(Froschl et al., 1984). Negative perceptions may result in a lack of access to resources, feelings of well-

being, or acceptance (Link et al., 1989).  At the same time, language-use can help society become 

responsible for including individuals with disabilities in all its endeavors. Let us discuss language and the 

importance of using community-chosen terminologies as a means of respecting or disrespecting  the 

identities and autonomy of disabled individuals.

Contemporary Language Use around Disabilities

Among professionals and institutions that provide care for the disabled population, there is some debate 

over what types of language is most appropriate when referring to the phenomenon of disability or people 

with disabilities. Some prefer straightforward terminology, such as “people with disabilities”, “disabled 

individuals” and “disabled populations.” Others have drifted to what they consider more sensitive or 
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politically correct language, by using phrases such as “special needs”, “differently abled”, “people of all 

abilities”, “challenged”  and others.  But, the use of all these labels depends up on the model of disability 

one believes in.

Models of Disabilities and Language Use

Scholars and activists have developed various models to describe the complex phenomenon of disability. 

It is crucial to be aware of the ways in which these models use frameworks to define and represent 

disability, as well as personal identity. There exists much debate around the use of terminology used by the 

medical and social model of disability. The dispositions adopted by these models help us in understanding 

of contextualizing frameworks of disability language.

In a medical model, individuals are seen as possessing a problematic trait specifically tied to a diagnosis 

and labeled an “impairment”. Disability in this case becomes a restriction caused by the impairment. In 

this model, individuals are identified by deficiencies, thereby minimizing strengths and environmental 

factors that create barriers for people with disabilities. The limitations of a medical model of disability are 

challenged in a social model which opposes the prejudices.  In a social model, impairments are seen as 

socially constructed and result in oppression and exclusion from full participation in mainstream social 

activities: individuals are “disabled by society, not by our bodies” (Watson, 2005). Some scholars find a 

social model problematic because it tends to write off the significance of impairment. Whichever model 

we consider,  we do see an attempt of non-disabled people  to minimize the differences between disabled 

and non-disabled people and a drive to celebrate disability identity, cultural distinctiveness, and disability 

pride. The World Health Organization seeks to integrate multiple models by centering on problematic 

features of bodies but simultaneously acknowledging social and environmental factors (WHO, 2016). In 

this model, the term “disability” refers to the entire experience of impairment and social implications.

In 2010, the state of New Jersey in the United States banned use of the term “retarded” and its variations in 

references to people with disabilities in state laws or regulations. Originally used for medical purposes,

“retardation” became a term of devaluation and exclusion.  The bill called for use of people-first language 

in reference to any person with disability (New Jersey Legislature, 2010). People-first language, a 

semantic approach that “puts the person before the disability…describes what a person has, not who a 

person is” (Inc., 2009).  According to Smith (2007)   currently preferred people-first language may reect 

positive attitudes and promote inclusion of individuals with disabilities by referring first to the person, then 

the disability. In contrast to people-first language, identity-first language describes the person as 

“disabled”. Some people prefer this and argue that this fits the social model even better than does people-

first language, as it emphasizes that the person is disabled not by their body, but by a world that does not 

accommodate them.

The term “disabled people” as a political construction is also widely used by international organisations of 

disabled people, such as  Disabled Peoples’ International (DPI).Using identity-first language also parallels 

how people talk about other aspects of identity and diversity. For example: “In the autism community, 

many self-advocates and their supporters prefer terminology such as ‘Autistic,’ ‘Autistic person,’ or 

‘Autistic individual’ because we do agree that autism as an inherent part of an individual’s identity. The 
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same way one refers to ‘Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgender/Queer’, ‘gifted, or ‘Jewish”. Similarly, the 

Deaf community rejects people-first language in favor of identity-first language.

Indian Scene

In India, disability has always been seen as a result of wrong Karma and disabled as a person who has to 

repay for his sinful actions committed in this or in his earlier births. No one denies that, recently the 

situation has been improving in favor of disabled people. Nevertheless, the language used with regard to 

the disabled people does raises doubts in their mind. On one hand we hear words like “Surdas” for blind 

person, “Taimoorlang” for lame person and on the other hand “Pragyachakshu” which means person with 

wisdom and “Antarchakschu”  which means “ eye within” to describe the blind person. All these words are 

not true descriptors of the fact.  We Indians have also borrowed some terms from the west like “specially 

abled” and “Differently abled”. Such terminologies actually single the disabled out. Rather than 

equalizing their status they are in a way differentiated in the society. On the top of it the term “Divyang” 

which means “Person with divine organs” just  further   glorifies the disability and patronizes the fact. To 

conclude, it can be said that the language used does matter but as Shree. Prasanna Kumar Pincha, Former 

Chief Commissioner for Persons with Disabilities, Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment, govt. of 

India, New Delhi has rightly opined that the language used should state the facts in straight manner but 

with at most decency, decorum and civility. There is no need to lift the disabled person from his attributed 

sub-human level to super human level”. Thus, the person can be addressed by his disability identity but in 

doing so his self esteem must be honoured by all means.
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In tune with the examination reforms at university of Mumbai, paper correction is now done on screen. 

University advocates the college to have their own OSM centers wherein the faculty carries out paper 

correction on screen in the college campus itself. HACSE launched its own OSM center as per the 

prescribed norms where 2 PCs are marked for the work and is ready with tech compatibility and 

software in association with the university. Since July 2019 the center is in use and the faculty can 

complete the task of paper correction exible within the deadline not compromising their lectures. 

SETTING UP NEW OSM CENTER AT CCYM’S HACSE 
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7. Let’s Un‐handicap Our Language! 

Dr. Amit Mishal

Associate Professor in Education, CCYM’S HACSE

A disability is simply not being able to do certain things as the majority does, such as to hear, see or walk. When 

somebody is labeled as having any disability, they tend to be looked down upon by others. They are not given equal 

opportunities and denied their fundamental rights. 

Do many of us feel the need to get rid of the nasty labels all together and learn the true meaning and redefine it? Well, 

not possible pragmatically! What we can do with labels is not getting rid of it but use these professionally without 

compromising the dignity of the person.  When we write or speak about people with disabilities how many of us put 

the ‘person first’ for reecting individuality, equality or dignity of people with disabilities? Many of us still use those 

‘Catch-all Phrases’ like ‘the blind’, ‘the deaf’ or ‘the disabled’. For example if we are to write or speak about people 

with disability/ disabilities it is better to use term ‘people with disabilities’ rather than ‘disabled people’ or ‘the 

disabled’.

All of us while using these terms in everyday use, should try to replace term/phrase ‘wheelchair-bound’ with the 

phrase ‘persons who uses a wheel-chair’. Lets replace Mr XYZ ‘suffers from ………’ to Mr. XYZ has 

…………….Even words / terms like ‘Schizo’ can be replaced by ‘person with mental health disability. Lets also 

eliminate the R-word (using R for Retarded) that is commonly used in our culture.

Whenever we use disability related language to describe negative traits, we try to promote the view that people with 

disabilities are somehow defective or abnormal, a view that contributes to the isolation, oppression, and 

maltreatment of people with disabilities. People often I hear saying ‘WHAT’S IN NAME’ – ‘Naam Mein Kya 

Rakha Hai’. Why should we assign so much discussion to a name (or in this case, a label) but many a times 

everything is in the name/ label. Hence, using words in the everyday communication is necessary when it comes to 

people with disabilities. We dream of ‘un-handicapping’ the PWDs but the journey begins with ‘un-handicapping’ 

our language first. And for that we need to un-handicap our mind-set foremost – since there is no use wiping mirror if 

the object is unclean!
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2019 marked the beginning of the practice of morning assembly for staff and students. Thanks 

to Dr Amit Mishal we all begin the day with  a secular prayer which reminds us to value the 

global humanity ethics beyond any country or community. This is followed by the thought of 

the day presented by any of the students in any of the language. Principal of the college 

demonstrates one physical and breathing exercise for all to practice that day whenver possible. 

We plan to add more to this basic structure of assembly in near future.

GOOD MORNING HACSE ! 
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8. Addressing People with Disabili�es; Changing Perspec�ves
Poonam Mishra, Assistant Professor, CCYM’S HACSE

It is a human right of each and every individual regardless of his / her abilities and disabilities to be 

addressed with respect and dignity. In terms of enormous diversities among the individuals, now a days the 

labeling is so high in order to take right based decisions for them. Ironically, People with Disabilities 

(PwDs) with such diversities are generally labeled by so many names which many a times give a very 

negative side of their potentials. In the light of it, legal initiatives have been taken in recent years and the 

term “Disability” has been declared to be used for the standardization of diagnosis, terminologies/ labeling 

and decision-making process at global level. In my opinion, as far as legal rights are concerned, labeling is 

essential to categorize individuals based on their needs and strengths in order to provide them need based 

life skills. 

I also strongly believe that only labeling does not define a person completely unless we do not understand 

their inherent strength with positive attitude. It has been experienced that the negative attitude of people 

often leads to the restricted opportunities and the low self-esteem level among PwDs which affect overall 

life functioning at later stage of their lives. It was also found in many case studies that after experiencing 

the disrespectful and de-motivating language about them for a long, PwDs also start talking about self in 

the same manner. In many of my interactive sessions, when I interact with children with intellectual 

disability, they say that “I am mad, my mind is less, I cannot do anything because I am disabled” and so on 

and when I ask why they think so then they say that “I know because X or Y said so”. Such statement clearly 

reects the impact of language on the life of individuals. Judging someone exclusively based on the labels 

may miss many a times the innate abilities, beauty and uniqueness of that individual. So, in order to let 

them enjoy their life with equal and accessible opportunities, we need labels but while using these for 

professional purpose we must avoid mindset and limiting expectations associated with it by the society in 

general. We all as professionals, parents and community members must move beyond the boundaries of 

labeling in search of the inherent potentials among the PwDs.
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When Readers Write!
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9. Some commonly used terms and ideas in the PwD space 

Anita Iyer Narayan, Founder & Managing Trustee, Ekansh Trust

I would like to begin with a blog I wrote more than a decade ago. This was around the time I was still a 

volunteer and hadn’t begun to work full time with Persons with Disabilities. The empathy kicked in then 

and understanding followed.  

THE INVISIBLES 

There is a thin line between stupidity and insensitivity. I think I crossed it the day I said “I have to go, it is 

getting dark outside” to the child I was reading to, in the Blind School in Delhi. What is ‘dark’? He asked 

very casually. This question has stayed with me for longer than I can remember. It haunts me still. I had 

tried to explain that I meant ‘late’, but I had meant ‘dark’, hadn’t I?  What is ‘dark’? And why did it scare 

me more than it did him?

 

Somehow, it is really not about having special places for special people. That would be racism of a sort, 

wouldn’t it? It is about being able to share the whole world with them. They have as much right to it as we 

do. Yet we decide what is best for them because we refuse to tap our hearts and intellect for ways to deal 

with their needs. We refuse to learn the languages they speak. Instead we try and come up with devices to 

make them as much like us as possible. We would do well to introduce braille and sign language as 

optional subjects in school. We could have interactive workshops in schools and colleges where special 

children mingle with ‘normal’ children. But we’d rather skim the surface and do what we can, 

comfortably. I call us emotionally handicapped. 

There is a world on the other side of the mirror but we prefer not to look. Perfect images, made to order, 

please our eyes so much more that we force parents of special children to sweep entire entities under the 

carpet with our insensitivity. We almost never see these children at malls and cinemas and birthday parties 

and parks. Why? I know they enjoy everything ‘normal’ children do, maybe differently, but definitely as 

much. Why do parents of these very special children rather they live in isolation or confinement than bring 

them out to face the world? What do these people fear? 

Us. 

And that, I think, is a shame. ……. 

Inclusion is a widely used term in today’s world. When it comes to People with Disabilities, it essentially 

means comfortably fitting in with mainstream society. We are all aware that there are various models of 

Disability including the social and medical models. 

Disability, in my opinion, is simply a physical or mental condition that gets in the way of some tasks. If 

Accessibility happens, this inability disappears. Accessibility is another often used word in this domain, 

and it is again simply the capacity to get to something – whether it is a physical space or a thing or 

information or even a basic human right. Examples: A deaf person struggles to convey a message to a 
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hearing person using sign language. Ensuring classes for all in sign language or an interpreter will 

eliminate this struggle. ? A wheelchair user struggles to get into a train. A ramp of a perfect gradient will 

ensure that he / she can board the train independently with dignity intact. ? A person who is blind cannot 

read the menu in a restaurant so hesitates to go lest he inconveniences his friends. A Braille menu or an 

audio recorded menu would solve this problem. If we look closely, it is not so much the disability as the 

lack of accessibility that causes the struggle. And what causes lack of accessibility is the lack of awareness, 

acceptance and sensitivity.  

In the past decade ‘we have conducted three huge job fairs for PwD where everyone with a disability, 

regardless of academic qualifications, was welcomed. Each job fair attracted over a thousand candidates 

from all over India. We also had the best of companies participating. This is what, in my opinion, 

constitutes a fair. We found that most of the candidates were still in the early levels of academics and even 

awareness of their own potential. The well qualified, well-adjusted numbers were low.  

 We analyzed the resumes in our data base and realized that while Equal Opportunity Employment is 

becoming a policy and reality, Equal Opportunity Education and Social Interaction are still lagging. 

Whether 3% or 5% reservations are made in the employment space, the same % is not in inclusive 

classrooms or other public places. In this scenario, I decided it was time to take few steps back to look at 

Inclusive Education before we focused on employment. 

 We began to appeal to parents and teachers, students & Professionals of architecture, management, 

education, design, etc. to think inclusive. Our outreach programs on “prevention, detection and early 

intervention” also revealed that children do not get the support they need in their early years. Each of us is a 

direct product of our upbringing and nurturing by family and society. Our self-confidence depends very 

much on our small and large achievements in different phases and facets of life. Therefore, a rich, loving 

and respectful environment is essential for a child to grow into a confident adult. The stigmas, 

superstitions, biases, ignorance and apathy in our society are yet to be tackled. We have directly progressed 

to education and employment of PwD. It is like planting a seed in barren sand. Any farmer will tell us that 

the land has to be tilled, watered and fertilized for the seed to grow into a fine, strong tree. And it is the same 

with Children with Disabilities.

  

And so, my appeal to youngsters entering the field of working for PwD is to not focus only on helping them 

adjust to society, but to also help society walk half the distance by becoming more aware, accepting and 

sensitive, and therefore inclusive.  
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   Automation in education: What aspiring teachers should know - Study International
Automation is set to drastically alter the workplace, but just how much will technology such as artificial 

intelligence (AI) affect teachers? Such information is helpful for those aspiring to enrol in teaching 

courses at universities – knowing how, when, what, where and who will be impacted by automation's 

impact on the profession lets students make the right preparations for their future careers. According to a 

study by Silver Swan Recruitment, the teaching profession has “an incredibly low chance of 

automation” in the future at just one percent, one of the lowest on their list.
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10. Personal Take by Shri P K Pincha on 
         Use of terminology to address PWDs

Source:    https://youtu.be/k5Lbbhek_hI

Summarized by: Smita Chaulkar, Vice Principal, Hearing Impairment Section, ETC 

Shri Prasanna Kumar Pincha worked as the Chief  Commissioner for Person with Disabilities and it was 

the first time ever that a person with disability was appointed for this post. He has worked for the cause of 

Rights of Persons with Disabilities all his life. He has also very strongly put forward his views on 

terminology used from various platforms when he was a chief commissioner and also thereafter.

He has made a video with an intention to discuss deeply on the issue of terminologies used in reference to 

people with disabilities. He states that terminologies showcase the mindset and perspective of the society 

towards Persons with Disabilities. He emphasizes that these terminologies do make a difference. He gives 

a Personal experience of his childhood where people called him ‘Surdas’. Surdas was a renowned poet & 

incidentally was blind. This made Mr. Pincha very embarrassed. He calls it a “borrowed identity” and he 

further questions, “Why should one live with such borrowed identity?” People or society gives these names 

with no bad intensions but these are not appropriate labels. The fact should be stated as truth with decency. 

Decency should not be a compromise or a way to cover-up the truth.

Another term he objects to is “Pragyachakshu” (Vision of wisdom). He says this term may be true for 

many abled bodied & vice versa. He feels that whenever and wherever it is needed or incidental there is no 

harm in calling a person ‘visually impaired’.   

The term “differently abled” which is borrowed from the west is also disapproved by Mr. Pincha. He 

states that no two individuals can be identical; they may have varied areas of interest. Each person is 

unique. He says, “If I am differently able with reference to some able bodied person then the able bodied 

will also be differently able with reference to me”. This terminology spreads a wrong signal that Persons 

with Disabilities are not one from the society and are different. In this terminology the Persons with 

Disabilities are singled out and they are denied the opportunity of equality. He proclaims that, terminology 

should not highlight on differentiation rather it should focus on equality. The terminologies used should not 

be patronizing or conducive says Mr. Pincha.

Another term that he disagrees with is “Divyanjan” (divine organ). It feels hysterical to say that a person 

who cannot see has divine eyes. If this term is in reference to acknowledge the power possessed by Persons 

with Disabilities then Mr. Pincha rightly questions the very existence of the department of “Empowerment 

of Persons with Disabilities”. He restates that “these are patronizing & conducive terms.”

The term “Specially abled” is also disapproved by Mr. Pincha He says that each individual will have 

abilities and skills in specific areas and it is irrelevant term to indicate degree of disability.
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The term “Handicapped” is also objected by Mr. Pincha. He says that this term was picked up from 

Medieval European period, where people took hat in their hands to beg for money. The cap in hand over a 

period of time became a term handicapped. This term was used for people with disabilities as society 

considered them to be helpless. 

Mr. Pincha has always raised his eye brow and voice over use of these terminologies by Central & State 

govt bodies. Terminologies are important and should be used with rationale, incidentally & ethically. He 

lays emphasis on acceptance of facts rather than sugar coating it.

Thus, through the video Mr. Pincha wants to generate sensitivity over the terminologies used to refer to 

Persons with Disabilities, a neglected issue indeed. I think all special educators and rehabilitators must 

take a note of this discourse and train their mind and tongue to use appropriate terms to address PWDs.
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BAGGING INTER-COLLEGE PRIZES
The second year B.Ed (Hearing Impairment) and B.Ed (Learning Disability) students from 

CCYM’S HACSE had participated in the Inter-college festival named Pratyush organized by 
thSomaiya Vidyavihar College on 14  March, 2019. Hearty Congratulations to our prize-winners! 

Sr. No.�      Names of students�������                   Competition�                 Prize Won

rd1.�  Rachel Fernandes� Poetry�             3  Prize

nd2.�  Vinita Khedkar� Slogan Making�             2  Prize

rd3.�  Shabnam Shaikh & Shizanne D’mello � Poster Making �             3  Prize
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11. The Word Power

Ritika Shahani, Founder Director, Trinayani

Words have POWER of their OWN. They can Encourage and Empower or Discourage and Dishearten. 

THE LANGUAGE WE USE and the images that we create and promote through language, reect the 

attitudes we have towards any particular group of people. One group that the public and others have heard 

little about is persons with disabilities. 

Having worked in the disability sector for 30 years as a special educator, communication therapist and 

inclusive support teacher, I realize that Labels are definitely useful and important. They can help us to 

understand qualities, strengths and needs. However, labels can also be damaging and inaccurate. They can 

stop us from knowing and understanding a person as an individual. 

The Language we use is important as it usually creates an attitude and is also a reection of how people in 

society see each other. The use of outdated language and words to describe people with disabilities for 

example, leads to stereotype perceptions. 

Do you know that the word “Handicapped” (commonly used by non-disabled people to refer to disabled 

people) originated from a begging term meaning “cap-in-hand” or the word “Cripple” is derived from the 

term “creep” ? Most or many individuals with disabilities do not consider themselves handicapped. They 

consider themselves as having a difference or variance in one or more areas (as do many of us). 

 

So, when speaking about PWDs, perhaps the most important thing to remember is to always put the person 

first. Referencing the persons before their disability, describing a person according to what a person HAS 

and not according to what a person IS conveys respect and simple good manners. Being aware of the words 

we choose when we communicate is the first step towards correcting injustice.

We all want to say and do the right thing, but sometimes knowing the right words to say can be a mystery. 

Through the NGO Trinayani, ( http://www.trinayani.org)  I founded in 2016 we use the medium of “arts” 

to increase perceptions and change attitudes of children and communities towards persons with special 

needs or persons with a disability. We have recently developed a ‘TOWARDS INCLUSION” Disability 

Awareness Game kit, comprising 6 thrilling card games, to change the mainstream narrative around 

disability from that of sympathy and charity to dignity, respect and solidarity. One of our Game “SAY 

THIS, NOT THAT” provides useful tips of the preferred and appropriate language to be used when 

addressing or talking to or about disabled persons. Here are a few general tips; 

 Mention the person first, placing the focus on the person, not on the disability.  For example, 

    say, “My friend, Ruchi, who is blind” or “My yoga instructor, who is an acid attack survivor.”  

 Avoid using group designations such as “the blind,” “the deaf,” or “the disabled.” 

 Don’t refer to a person in terms of his or her condition such as “an epileptic,” “wheelchair-bound,” 

 or  “someone aficted with Multiple Sclerosis”.  Instead say “wheelchair user”, “has epileptic”.
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AS FAR AS POSSIBLE DO NOT USE WORDS SUCH AS Aficted, Confined, Crippled, Drain, 

Burden, Stricken, Poor, Suffer from, Unfortunate, Victim, Retarded, Diseased or Handicapped.Having 

done my B.ED in Deaf education, I know for sure that phrases like “deaf and dumb” are technically 

incorrect.  A better way to address or describe a person with a hearing disability or hearing impairment 

would be the following:

 � Person who is deaf and is unable to hear adequately

� Person who may prefer using sign language to communicate

� Person whose speech may sound different from the majority

Deaf people cannot speak is also a misconception. Deafness does not affect the vocal cords, although it 

can affect a person’s ability to hear and monitor the sounds they make. Some people who are deaf make a 

conscious choice not to use their voice while others choose to speak. The type and degree of hearing loss as 

well as the age of the person when they became deaf (i.e. before or after learning to speak a language) also 

inuences their ability to acquire language and speech. Their speech at times can be unclear and requires 

patience to be understood.

Similarly, we often presume that deaf persons do not appreciate music, theatre, movies, etc., because 

they cannot hear. In reality however, in today’s time, many movies and television shows are captioned. 

That means that conversations appear as words on the screen. Also, the type and degree of hearing loss as 

well as the age of the person when they became deaf inuences their appreciation of music.

On another note, I have often heard people using the term “normal” very casually. Now, the difficulty 

with using the term “normal” to refer to a person without a disability is the inference that a person with a 

disability is “abnormal” or “not normal”. So, when referring to what is “normal” or inferring what is 

“abnormal”, be careful to indicate you are talking or writing about “development” and not a person or 

program. We have addressed this concern in our Game kit too.

Remember, in all circumstances, one of the least valuable emotions or approaches to people with 

disabilities is pity.  Pity is unnecessary, unhelpful, and unproductive. Since what we say has a serious 

Effect on people around us, we must learn how to use appropriate language. Negative and improper words 

conjure up feelings of pity and uselessness and perpetuate stereotypes. Therefore, choose to use Words 

with Dignity, a vocabulary that’s inclusive and respectful of everyone.
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Towards obtaining the 'label' - 'Dr’

HACSE is blessed with highly qualified professionals with diverse skill sets. Kasturi Kulkarni is the 
researcher of the team - constantly involved in some ROL, some data collection or some tool 
development. She has researching temperament and it is no surprise that she has many publications 
to her credit and has bagged best research awards too. It is but natural that she completes her Ph D 
with the same enthusiasm and zeal. Yes, she has submitted her Ph D Thesis in special education at 
university of Mumbai. She completed the work under the guidance of Dr Varsha Gathoo 
(AYJNISHD). We wish her all the best in the journey ahead and waiting for the next issue wherein 
we would 'address' KK mam as Dr Kasturi Kulkarni. 



12. My Experience, my take….

Ninad Vengurlekar CEO-Utter App, 

I have grown up with persons of disabilities since I was a child. My best friend’s sister was deaf and 

therefore could barely speak. And one of my school-mates, and later college -mate had polio.

 Both these individuals are doing very well in their careers. My friend’s sister won a national award from 

President of India around 35 years ago. My other friend is a senior accountant with an export firm, has 

married and is a father of wonderful kids. I never called them using any label to indicate their disability, for 

us they had names and that was it! I didn’t know the word divyang, nor did I bother about their disability. In 

school I have had physical fights with my disabled friend, but we fought as equals, and none of us crossed 

the line to take advantage of his disability. Similarly, my friend’s sister used to make strange noises in 

excitement or anger, when we played cards or carom with her. We had a hearty laugh at those weird 

sounds, but not once did she feel insulted by our actions. So I grew up in an environment of inclusiveness 

without ever being taught to do so formally.

 In my life, I have never seen a disabled person being mocked at. But I have seen hundreds of disabled 

people being discriminated against in terms of infrastructural access in India. Though there are efforts to 

make infrastructure more inclusive, I still cannot imagine a lady on a wheelchair going into a railway 

platform, boarding a train and getting down and boarding a bus and reaching her office. It is unimaginable. 

But it happens. I have seen all these basic facilities provided to people in Europe and America - blind, deaf, 

paralyzed and whatever else. So why not in India? If the infrastructure provides for access and persons 

with disabilities perform at par then inappropriate labeling would automatically disappear.

 So the first step is physical access to move around freely. This to me is the single greatest change this 

country needs to do for the physically disabled. Whether it is hearing aids for the deaf or wheelchairs for 

the physically disabled or easy pathways in buses, trains and cabs or even disabled friendly road signs, 

action in these areas is what we need. When we increase access to move freely in this country, we enable 

participation. By increasing participation, we increase opportunities, then incomes, and thereafter the 

inclusiveness and equality. 

  We can call them Divyang as per the modern trend or whatever else we want and decide. But I don’t think 

these semantics would lead to any impacting change. What is required is a level playing field. The disabled 

need to be brought out of their self- imposed shells and given the confidence that they too can compete and 

perform like typically functioning people. The first step is to stop labeling them as “different” and the 

second is to integrate them in the society as able bodied individuals. They do not need sympathy. They 

need respect - in terms of labeling and most importantly in terms of providing for their access needs. 
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Stop labeling people just because they are not like you. 
        - Joyce Meyer 



13. The ip side: Disadvantages 
               of Labeling a child with disability

Sneha Shah,  Audiologist & Speech Language Therapist, CAAI, HACSE

One concern over disability labeling is the potential for such labels to cause children to be singled out and 

even ridiculed. Peers can treat children who are different from themselves unkindly. Some parents worry 

that labels increase the likelihood of this happening, and that the labels themselves would become a way to 

tease or ridicule their child.

Another way labeling can harm students is through the way that they may come to define and artificially 

limit the way that the children with special needs come to think of themselves, and the way that others come 

to think of these students. Disability labeling focus on what students cannot do, not on what they can do, 

and therefore can encourage children to think of themselves as incomplete or inadequate. The use of such 

labels may also inadvertently push well-meaning family members and teachers to lower their expectations 

of a child once labeled with a disability. This in turn may affect the child’s overall success because when 

parents and teachers do not challenge children adequately, it makes it harder for them to think well of 

themselves. Positive self-esteem is something that grows from the experience of meeting and conquering 

challenges; it cannot easily develop when expectations of a child are low. 

A final criticism of disability labeling is that labels are inherently general, and fail to capture the unique 

strengths and limitations of each child, or the severity of their symptoms.

Knowing the down-sides associated with disability labeling can help parents and teachers and special 

needs students themselves to compensate for them. Parents, teachers, and other school professionals can 

work diligently to see each child as an individual with unique needs, strengths, and qualities. Parents, in 

their role as advocates for their children, play a particularly important role in helping to insure that negative 

expectations do not come to dominate a child’s educational planning. Parents perform this corrective role 

by emphasizing their child’s abilities along with their disabilities. They can keep a watchful eye on their 

child’s experiences with other children, and keep in check their own expectation of their child to ensure 

they are neither too high, nor too low.

Rank�             Name�                        Percentage�               Subject

1� Nishu Kumari Sav� 75.38%�       Medical Laboratory Technician

nd
�2 Shahid Ansari� 68.92%�       Computer Technology

rd
�3 Komal Gore� 68.92%�       Computer Technology

Congratulations to the Champs of AAVC (H.Sc. Batch 2018-19) 
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14. An excerpt of an audio recording by Mr Prasanna Kumar Pincha, 
former Chief Commissioner of Persons With Disabilities 

Summarized by Sabeela Bijle, Alumna, CCYM’S HACSE

In India, Persons With Disabilities (PWDs) have long been labeled with various inappropriate terms, such 

as “divyang”, “sashakt”, “pragyachukshu” (for blind), in addition to imported words such as “differently-

abled”, “specially-abled”. The word “handicapped” also continues to exist in our vocabulary. In my 

childhood, I was called “Surdas”, after the great poet who incidentally was blind. It continues to be used in 

many parts of the country even today to refer to the blind.

This labeling has been a topic of very animated discussion which has picked up momentum thanks to the 

concluding observations of the United Nations Convention for the Rights of Persons of Disabilities, 

where concerns were expressed on the terminology in use in India.

No doubt, these are words that are coined with the best of intentions. People assume that they are being 

very decent and nice to PWDs when using these words, and not many of them know that these are not 

appropriate. These words ascribe many extraordinary and special meanings to PWDs; for example, 

“divyang” is a combination of “divinity” and “limbs/organs”. Similarly, “differently-abled” and 

“specially-abled” are counter-productive and instead of treating PWDs with equanimity, these words tend 

to highlight the disability and the lack of empowerment that PWDs have. 

When I was working in the government, and even after I left the government, I made many suggestions 

and representations to ensure that such words are not used in our institutions, government departments 

and other premier organisations which have been set up for the empowerment of PWDs. Hence these 

institutions carry the appropriate labeling and terminology as of now.

The question, how to address PWDs, arises. We, and I mean PWDs, do not need sugarcoating for these 

terms. It is best that labeling is factual, and is used wherever relevant and necessary, and addressed with 

decency and decorum. The key word is “relevant and necessary”, which goes to say that the disability of a 

person need not be addressed if either condition is not met. I, for one, would be perfectly comfortable 

being addressed as a “blind gentleman”.

It should be remembered that disability is included in the definition of “diversity”. Just as a tall person is 

referred to as a tall person, a fair-complexioned person is referred to as a fair-complexioned person, PWDs 

should be addressed just as appropriately. Also, people have many talents, such as being good in maths, or 

music, or art – and those with disabilities also have the right to be treated just the same as those without. 

This is key.

Hopefully, this excerpt from the talk throws some light on appropriate labeling and terminology used for 

PWDs and affects some much-needed change in these areas.
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15. ceg}ebveener nkeer Demeles meeceeefpekeâ heÇefle‰e
- MegYeoe meelehegles, GhecegKÙeeOÙeeefhekeâe, jesÛeerjece.šer.Le[eCeer neÙemkeât}.

ceg}ebkeâ[s yeIeCeejer Deehe}er vepej ceg}e}e Ie[kele Demeles. ceg}emeejKee efšhekeâeieo veener. ceg}ebmeejKes heejoMe&keâ ke met#ceoMe&keâ Ùeb$e DeeefCe 
keâesCelesÛe veener. DeeefCe lÙeebÛÙee meejKee ceve peeCeCeejener keâesCeer ogmeje veener, ceie les cet} Dehebie Demegos kee meeceevÙe! DeeheCe ceg}e}e nekeâ 
ceejlees lÙeeceeies Deehe}er lÙeeÛÙeeyeö}Ûeer Yeekevee, efkeÛeej Yeefke<Ùeeleer} DeeMee heÇefleefyebefyeble nesleele DeeefCe cet} ns Deeefke<keâej menpeheCes efšheles ! 
efMe#ekeâebÛÙee vepejsle}e DeelceefkeÕeeme DeeefCe yeeUeÛÙee veekeeÛee GÛÛeej ne ceg}ebmee"er peerkevejme Demelees. cnCetveÛe DeeheCe DeeheuÙee efkeÅeeLÙeeËvee 
keâeÙe mebyeesOelees ns cenlkeeÛes Demeles. efkeÅeeLÙeeËÛÙee osKele keâeÙe mebyeesOelees DeeefCe lÙeebÛÙee Dehejes#e lÙeebvee keâeÙe mebyeesOelees Ùeekeâ[s DeeheCe 
[esUmeheCes heneÙe}e nkes. 

F.7 keerÛee keie& Kethe efokeme ieefCeleeÛÙee efMeef#ekesâefke<eÙeer keâener vee keâener meebiele neslee. Skeâ efokeme lÙee keiee&ÛÙee meke& efkeÅeeLÙeeËvee ceer ceePÙee 
Dee@efHeâmeceOes yees}eke}s DeeefCe ieefCeleeÛeer efMeef#ekeâe keâeÙe cnCeles les meebefiele}s. ‘’legcner }#e osle veener. efcenerkeâe Kethe keeo Iee}les, IejÛee DeYÙeeme 
keâjle veener’  ns SskeâuÙeekej ceg}s Ûeheehe}er. leer efMeef#ekeâe legceÛÙee Flej efMe#ekeâebveener meebies} keâer efcenerkeâe veerš yees}le veener, G}š Gllejs osles. 
}#e osle veener efMekeâkeleebvee. ceie meieàÙee efMeef#ekeâe legPÙeekeâ[s yeIeleebvee lemeeÛe efkeÛeej keâjleer}. Deellee efšÛeme&  leg}e Ûeebie}er, ve=lÙe keâjCeejer, 
DeYÙeemeele ngMeej Demes cnCetve DeesUKeleele heCe Deellee meieUer peCeb leg}e ner ceg}ieer keâener Ûeebie}er efkeÅeeLeer&veer veener Demes cnCeleer}. Ûee}s} 
leg}e?’’ ns SskeâuÙeeyejesyej leer cnCee}er veener! }skeâerve keäÙeeW? leskne ceer cnš} ieefCeleeÛeer šerÛej meebies} vee mekeeËvee ‘let veerš veener keeiele, GOoš 
Deensme!’  ns SskeâuÙeekej ceg}ebceOes Skeâoce Heâjkeâ he[}e. DeeceÛÙeekeâ[s heefnuÙeemeejKeb heeefn}b heeefnpes ‘Ûeebie}er ceg}b’ cnCetve! lÙeele}e Skeâ 
ceg}iee cnCee}e ‘oeroer cewb keâYeer Yeer šerÛej mes efkekeeo venerb keâjlee. ØeMve hetÚlee nBt }skeâerve G}še pekeeye venerb oslee ntB !’ ceer cnš}b ‘Meeyyeeme 
MeneCee Deensme, DemeeÛe jne. cees"e nes! yeIee Ûeebie} keeie}b keâer DeeefMekee&o efceUleele, keeF&š keeie} keâer }eskeâ veeke "skeleele. DeeefMekee&o 
DeeheuÙee}e Ûeebie} yevekeleele. DeeefMekee&o nkesle vee !’

efMeef#ekesâMeerner ÛeÛee& keâ™ve Flej yeeefjkeâ heÇMve mees[ke}s, heCe DeeheuÙeeyeö} Flej keâeÙe cnCeleele Ùee}e ceg}s efkeâleer cenlke osleele ns mecepe}s. 
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World Deaf Day - 2020

th CCYM’S HACSE celebrated World Deaf Day on 27  September, 2019. On this occasion three deaf 

role models namely Ms. Sonal Raut, Mr. Sunil Sahasrabudhe and Dr. Alim Chandani were invited to 

share their perspective about deafness. 

They interacted with the audience which 

consisted of the deaf students from RTT 

school, B.Ed students and staff from 

HACSE. The audience were exposed to 

all the three methods of linguistic 

communication as Oralism reected 

through Sonal’s communication while 

Educational Bilingualism was reected 

through Alim and Sunil’s communication. 

All the three speakers motivated the 

audience. Towards the end they were felicitated for their achievements. 
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16. 'Labeling': A different perspective

Dr. Gayatri Sirur, Associate Professor, CCYM'S  HACSE

Oh! You teach children who are deaf and DUMB!' a common response of people when I introduce myself 
as an Audiologist and Speech Pathologist. Is this expression a result of their insensitivity, apathy, rudeness 
or ignorance? Often times, it is pure ignorance and laypersons have indeed assumed DUMB is a synonym 
for Mute (a person who cannot speak).They firmly believe that children with hearing impairment cannot 
speak. Under such circumstances should one strongly demand/argue/fight for the change of label or take 
the responsibility of educating them. Addressing PWDs can be tackled in the right way by creating 
awareness about disabilities and what abilities these individuals have! 

'Labeling' when associated with persons with disability brings out some negative connotation attached to 
it. However, when one tries to neutrally analyze the undertone attached to 'to the label', it is not necessarily 
'negative'. There are various circumstances which demand to know under which category (which we may 
refer as a label ) the individuals belongs to; for example obtaining railway concession, obtaining school 
concessions, to claim job reservation.

Hon'ble PrimeMinister Shri Narendra Modi in 2015 coined a new term 'Divyangjan' to address persons 
with disability. The term welcomed and accepted by many and argued by a few. Not going into that debate 
here since the coin has two sides. On one side, attaching divine power to a person does not unlock the 
challenges he / she faces. It could be prove misleading white wash. On the other side, in spite of the 'not-so-
appropriate' selection of the word, the new term has given some momentum among policy makers and 
media which were looking for a 'not so technical' umbrella term to refer to PWDs. Several GRs, 
notifications, Policy documents, circulars are found to be issued post 2015 using this term. However, 
beyond this debate, what needs to be rationally assessed is apart from the psychological impact and 
benefits of this label on PWDs whether it has facilitated overall progress of PWDs and helped them to 
overcome difficulties they commonly face in various domains. As rightly quoted by Akhil Paul, founder 
Director of Sense India which works in the areas of deaf-blindness “Using different names is not going to 
help people with disability unless the government and society take positive action for them to be 
recognized as equal citizens”.

ALUMNI UPDATE 
HACSE is proud of each of our alumni for the work they are doing in the field of special education. 

Team Arushi presents three jewels from the list. 
Madhuri and Amol were batchmates of HACSE B Ed and are now happily married with a lovely 

daughter. What makes the couple unique is their zeal to give back to the society. They founded a 

school for the deaf in interior area of Karamboli called Ratnamala karnabadhir / matimanda 

Vidyalaya. With an aim of providing the education free the couple works in the evening and night and 

run the school during the day time. They started with 2 students in an open space in 2016. Now they 

have registered the school, moved it to a rented place and have got 20 students. You are the true 

soldiers of EDUCATION FOR ALL. HACSE salutes you for your efforts.   
While we produced real 'doers' like Madhuri and Amol, we are also proud of our academicians who 

began the journey at HACSE. Sadhana Lamture, oops, Dr Sadhana Lamture who completed her Ph.D 

at Mumbai University in special Education under the guidance of Dr Varsha Gathoo (AYJNISHD) is 

one such alumna which made us proud. Ways to go Sadhana. Stay blessed. 
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The theme of Arushi 2020 is broad as well as specific. Initially the students took longer time to submit 
their write-ups since it is not about any module or unit from their curriculum. Then to facilitate their work, 
guidelines and pointers were provided to them drawing their attention to attitude related objectives of the 
curriculum. This helped them in crystallizing their thoughts and organizing their content effectively. Here 
is what few of them wish to express.

1. Sweta Chatterjee, (SY.B.Ed.LD)

While our PM Narendra Modi suggests use of 'divyaang - divine body' insted of 'vikalang - handicap', to 
address the PWD population, PWD themselves are indifferent with these labels. As long as the 
infrastructure in our country doesn't ensure inclusion, they will always remain unable to access 
information, education, public transport etc. Hence the label 'Person with Disability' is most appropriate 
to address them unless we become an all inclusive country.

2. Khushbu Shah, (SY.B.Ed.HI )

For me addressing PWD is always looking at person's strength and not at weakness. So I want every rehab 
professionals to use the term PWSP (person with super powers). If rehab professionals use this term they 
will always look at that person with extra respect and try to identify that super powers in them. When rehab 
professionals believe in PWSN then parents will also believe in their child's strength. It may not sound 
professional but it will impact the attitude of the society. Don't we want that to happen? 

3. Shizzanne. D'mello, (SY.B.Ed.LD)

Language is complicated! The pragmatics of it, even more so. Pragmatics of language related to 
disabilities, doubly so! Which is why so many stutter when addressing persons with disabilities. This is 
only a sign of thoughtfulness - not a bad thing at all. But are we overthinking? Using the wrong term can 
cause individual harm and maintain oppression within the society. The argument has always been “person 
first” versus “identify first” language — “with a disability” or “disabled”? I, prefer the first. It conveys 
professionalism and is atleast a reminder to focus on the individual before the disability.But, some within 
the disabled community itself might not agree, while many others might disregard a term that others 
proudly claim. However, I find that sometimes, these words are intentionally included to make a point 
(spin a story, perhaps?) –“Pranjal Patil, India's first visually challenged woman, IAS officer.”
� � � � �
Whatever happened to the human spirit? I find that headlines like these cause more myths that they intend 
to bust, limiting the individual. As Robert Hensel said, “There is no greater disability in society than the 
inability to see a person as more.” Maybe moving one, we are someday confined by simply addressing a 
rose by it's name. The intention is not to tell you what to do. It is to help make informed decisions.

4. Vinita Khedkar,  (SY.B.Ed.LD)

According to me the term that would protect the dignity of persons with impairment  is: 'DIFFERENTLY 
ABLED PERSONS.  They too possess abilities just like others, its manifestation may differ. Some may 
not be able to see but can still navigate, some may not speak but can still 'communicate'. Some can play 
football in their wheelchairs. This term underlines their abilities and not their disabilities.
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17. LABELING: What we would-be special educators think! 
(Our B.Ed Students’ take)

Arushi Arushi 



5. Diptee Bansode (SY.B.Ed.LD)

"Revival Therapist"
While all are discussing labelling PWDs, I want to advocate renaming the term 'therapist' to 'revival 
therapist'. Revival means to bring to life and therapist means expert of specific kind. Here Revival 
Therapist will understand the specific concerns or disabilities including behavior of the child and apply 
his /her knowledge through different therapies ina set course of action with measuring results at periodic 
intervals, thus reviving the life or condition of the child nearest possible to the normal.

6. Aayesha  Sayyed (SY.B.Ed.HI)

Labelling refers to defining or describing someone in short and to the point apt way. For example, 
describing a person who cannot hear or has less hearing capacity is labelled as “Hearing Impaired”. So, 
labelling is done basically to a person who is different from the majority others. Labelling something can 
be positive but labelling someone can be negative. But there is no way without using it. Labeling is 
unavoidable in any field of study. 

7. Bharati  Singh, (SY.B.Ed.HI)

How about focussing on labelling 'non different' population instead? Lets STOP calling ourselves 
'NORMAL'. and stick to using  'persons without disabilities'. 
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cewb efkekeâ}ebie ntB,
cewb efkekeâ}ebie ntB ~
keâeiepe lees Ùener keânles nwb~
hej Gmeer keâeiepe hej Skeâ veece ef}Kee nw,
kees Yeer lees cesjener nw ~
Gmeer keâeiepe hej cesje YeejleerÙe nesvee Yeer ef}Kee nw,
Deehe cegPes efkeâme veece mes hegkeâejvee Ûeensbies ~ 
Deehe cegPes Gme veece mes hegkeâejs, 
pees cegPess Deheves meheveesb mes pees[s ~

2. Pradip Jaiswar (SY HI)

3 . Rachel Fernandes (SY LD)

PWD
Often I have seen a trend of name change, 
A label given to me, 
I'm called a person with disability, 
A person with special needs or
Directly named after my disability. 
I never understood the hype about it among typical people. 
The typical people who are the majority,
& me whose just a part of the minority. 
But they often forget that minority doesn't mean weak, 
It just means a bit different. 
And it's okay to be different. 
A typical person who has diabetes will be called a diabetic, 
There are no emotions attached to his ailment. 
So why is it with mine? 
I have learned to live my life with my differences
And if it really affects the typical people call me out with-
Love, acceptance and respect. 
What you call me out won't matter, 
But how you call me would. 
And even then if you want to name me
Name me a – PWD – Person With Determination. 

 
1.Sweta Chatterje,  (SY LD)

Kissi ne kaha langda mujhe ,
Kissi ne kaha Lula,
Koi kahe andha mujhe, 
Koi kahe behara, 
Samaj ne kai naam diye Hai mujhe, 
Kya yeh kabhi insaan samjhenge mujhe?
#HumanFirst

SOME CAN EXPRESS IN POEMS……

Arushi Arushi 
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And what YouTube has to say about labeling?

Popular clip called 'early intervention: a missing ink' on YouTube by ASLIZED supports this view in a 
different context and highlights how incorrect selection of words impacts the whole process of 
re/habilitation. It advocates correct use of terms particularly while describing the diagnosis to the 
parents. Terms like 'bad news', 'something is wrong', Sorry to share….', 'your child has been 
diagnosed…..' etc if used by the audiologists / doctors / early intervention specialists, do impact the 
mindset of the parents negatively and (may be) permanently. The advocated terms are 'identified' in 
place of 'diagnosed', 'hearing level or status' in place of 'hearing loss', 'early involvement' in place of 
'early intervention' and 'communication opportunities' in place of communication options'. It also warns 
doctors and counselors not to use the commonly used statement – 'your child failed the hearing test'. 
THIS MAKES SENSE, right? 
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Hello, am Atharva,

My mom is a special educator and she told me about the discussion on 
addressing persons with disabilities. I thought I would share my experience. 
I completed school and am doing good at college now and I can give credit to 
my school for that. But  on the first day when I was introduced as 'child with 
hearing disability' by my teacher in my class, I felt the gap in connection with 
classmates. There was always a distance. If you ask me whether I was 
admitted in my school and got education, I will certainly say yes but if you 
ask me whether I was part of social dynamics in the classroom, I would say 
no, I wasnt. But ideally schools should work on both, right? So when you 
address issues related to barriers, please address friendship and bonding 
issues as well. Labeling and introduction are very important. They are as imp 
as the academic points. At least for me they are. 

�वकलांगता  വികലാംഗരായ hAnDICAp 

অপণূ�তা િવકલાગં अपंग ஊன��ேறா� معذور

अ�मता  ൈവകല�ം DIsABILIty অ�মতা 

અ�મતા இயலாைம  عدم استحکام 

��त ഹാനി IMpAIrMEnt হািন �િત कमजोर� 

ேசத�

اثر
 

TERMS
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1.   Kerala Tourism's Barrier-Free Tourism Project has won global recognition with the United Nations   
World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO) making a special mention of the south Indian state as an 
"Emerging Global Destination" in the Accessible Destination Awards 2019. The project was 
implemented of the project in the district of Thrissur which thus became India's only destination to 
win the honour. The facilities include ramps, accessible toilets, lactation rooms, Braille pamphlets, 
signage, touch-screen kiosks, audio and sign aids, wheelchairs and walking aids. 
Source: https://www.news18.com/news/india/kerala-tourisms-disabled-friendly-project-earns-unwto-

special-mention-2470023.html

2.    To ensure maximum participation of voters with disability in the upcoming Delhi Assembly elections, 
poll authorities in the city have added a dedicated facility for voters helpline (number 1950) for 
registration of grievances. This unique step has been taken to ensure maximum participation of PwDs. 
A new option in the voter helpline will exclusively register the complaints or grievances of  PwD 
voters by directly connecting them with the call centre. Hope such system is up-scaled for the whole 
nation soon.
Source: https://www.news18.com/news/india/delhi-ceo-office-launches-dedicated-helpline-facility-for-

persons-with-disability-2445205.html

3.   The Assam government has decided to relax eligibility criteria for differently abled persons applying 
for state government jobs. Chief Minister Sarbananda Sonowal met officials from bodies representing 
persons with disabilities (PwDs) and assured them of relaxing criteria such as prior job experience, 
computer and sports skills for grade 4 jobs in state departments. They requested the chief minister to 
relax the three eligibility criteria to facilitate recruitment of differently abled persons in the state 
government. The chief minister also asked the Social Welfare Department to provide funds to the All 
Assam Deaf and Dumb Sports Meet to be held in Tezpur and take steps in promoting sign language.
Source: https://www.news18.com/news/india/assam-govt-to-relax-job-eligibility-criteria-for-differently-

abled-applicants-2416371.html

4.  The disabled and people over 80 years of age can now cast their vote through postal ballot, the 
government said on Saturday, in a move that will help increase voter turnout. At present, voting 
through postal ballot is available to armed forces and those assigned poll duties. On the 
recommendation of the Election Commission, the Ministry of Law and Justice has amended the 
Conduct of Election Rules, 1961, on 22/10/2019 allowing senior citizens & person with disabilities in 
the absentee voter list. The absentee voter refers to someone who is unable to go to the polling station. 
Officials said that in both these categories there are people who are unable to reach the polling stations 
and thus are unable to cast their votes. This will enable people from these two categories to cast their 
votes with ease and will also thus increase the voter turnout. The poll officer will attest the absentee 
voter in the case of senior citizens and person with disability in the form 13A. In the last Lok Sabha 
elections, about 60.14 per cent of absentee voters voted through e-postal ballot while in 2014, during 
the general election, this figure was just 4%.

      Source: https://www.news18.com/news/india/disabled-people-over-80-years-of-age-can-now- 
      vote-through-postal-ballot-2363453.html

5.   Samsung Good Vibes is a two-way communication app that allows the deaf-blind to send and 
receive messages with friends, family or anybody else through their smart-phones. It translates 
Morse Code input into text or voice and vice versa. A deaf-blind person can send a message from 

18. NEWS THAT MATTERS: Compiled by

                                                               Compiled by Poonam Mishra, Assistant Professor, CCYM’S  HACSE
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the app by tapping on the screen using Morse Code—where all letters of the English alphabet are 
combinations of dots and dashes. The letters can be input as short tap for a dot and long press for 
a dash. Likewise, incoming messages can be understood as vibrations by the deaf-blind, where 
small vibration means a dot and long vibration means a dash.

       Source: https://enabled.in/wp/samsung-good-vibes-app-a-communication-app-for-the-deafblind/

6.   Saksham is a MHRD Scheme being imeplemented by of All India Council for Technical Education 
(AICTE) aimed at providing encouragemnt and support to specially abled children to pursue Technical 
Education. This is an attempt to give every young student, who is otherwise specially abled, the 
opportunity to study further and prepare for a successful future.
Source: https://enabled.in/wp/aicte-saksham-scholarship-scheme-for-student-with-disabilities/

7.  Ministry of Communications Department of Posts, Government of India (GDS Section) issued the 
circular regarding the reservation and appointment for handicapped (Persons with Disability) in 

thengagement of Gramin Dak Sevaks on February 26 , 2019.  The representation of the physically 
handicapped persons should be approximate to the levels applicable to group C and D posts. As per 
recommendation of the committee constituted for identification of posts in GDS as suitable for Persons 
with Benchmark disabilities in pursuance of RPWD Act 2016.

      Source:https://enabled.in/wp/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Indian-PostOffice RESERVATIONFORPWD.pdf

8. CBSE being sensitive to the needs of the disabled students issued a circular regarding the 
exemptions/concessions extended to Persons with Benchmark Disabilities for class X and XII 
examinations conducted by the CBSE and Standard Operating Procedure. It has been observed that 
neither the schools nor the students are fully aware about these exemptions and are also not following 
the correct way of seeking available facilities during their course of studies and examination. These 
exemptions/ concessions will be applicable for the 2020 examination onwards.

      Source: http://cbse.nic.in/newsite/attach/CWSN%20April%202019.pdf

9.   An International Conference on education for the deaf held in Haryana puts forward the fact that only 
5% hearing impaired children get basic schooling and 1% of the total deaf population has access to 
quality education in the country. Further stated that most of children face difficulties in understanding 
concepts on a daily basis in schools because education and information are not accessible in Indian 
Language.

      Source: https://www.hindustantimes.com/cities/only-5-hearing-impaired-children-go-to-school- 

       in- india/story-wLpw6nntrw5b748Cwng7ZN.html 

10. Ghansoli based women, Vanitha M Iyer (30), has won the prestigious National Award for the 
Empowerment of Persons with Disabilities, 2019, which is given by the union ministry of social justice 
and empowerment. Ms Vanitha who is hearing impaired since birth, and is a skilled lip reader accepted 

rd
her award in Delhi on 3  December 2019 under the category of Best Employee with Hearing 
Impairment.

      Source: https://m.timesofindia.com/city/navi-mumbai/maharashtra-ghansoli-woman-overcomes

     -herdisability-wins-national-award/articleshow/72281680.cms

11.  Union Minister of Information and Broadcasting Prakash Javadekar announced that soon, at least one 
news bulletin per day on all private channels will be broadcast with sign language interpretation. Other 
shows will be broadcasting similarly once in a week. This facility was provided only by Doordarshan 
until now. It is one of the big moves to enhance the accessibility of television programs for the hearing 
impaired persons. A government statement said it will be done through the provision of captioning and 
Indian Sign Language.

     Source: https://indianexpress.com/article/india/private-channels-to-air-news-shows-with-sign-language-5987419/
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19. Highlights 2019: RTT High School   
                                                                  Compiled by - Ms. Supriya More & Namrata Kulkarni 

THE YEAR THAT PASSED BY: 2019 @ RTT HIGH SCHOOL 

EVENT PATICIPANTS COORDINATOR 
RESOURCE PERSON FUNDING 

National IT Challenge for 
Youth with Disabilities 
 

Zishan Shaikhstd 
Mehek Khan (Students) 

SunitaChindarkar 
Sunil Pawale 

Integration by enrolling 
students in mainstream schools 

2 students: fully integrated 
4  students: partially integrated in 
Vivekananda school  

Integration committee and respective 
class teachers 

Annual Parent Teacher Meet  197 Parents  PTA committee  
Orientation Meet of new 
parents 

17 Parents of newly  admitted students PTA committee 

Special parents meeting for 
discipline  

Parents of 1st to 10th standard students PTA committee 

Stress management workshop  SSC Students and Parents  Supriya More 
Workshop: behavior 
modification /pre writing skills 

Parents of pre- primary section Supriya More 

Workshop on study skills Std 9th and Std 10th

 

Supriya More &Namrata Kulkarni 
Ganpati Celebration 
 

 Students upto Std 4th

 

Celebration committee member   

Diwali Celebration 
 

Students and teachers Celebration committee member   

Hearing aid donation Program  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 students received  Starkey Ignite  
 
 

20 hearing aids, each worth Rs. 24,000 

Students of Swami Vivekanand School 
 

Various individual donors 

7 students received digitally programmable 
hearing aids in donation 
(Total worth Rs. 1,40,000) 

Shri. Ashok Bhatia 

7 students received digitally programmable 
hearing aids  
each worth Rs. 24990 

 Dr. Narurkar 
Dr. Bradoo 
Dr. Parihar 
Dr. Menon 
Mr. Rajadhyaksha 

Partial donation to 1 student  Jayanti Ramaurthy 
Dental Check up  All the student Dr. Maitry Shah 
Eye Check up All the students  

 
 
 Health Fiesta 

Preschool teachers / social worker 
Pramukhswami Eye hospital 
pediatric ophthalmologist 

Parent Sensitization Program Parents of newly enrolled students Psychologist, Social Worker, Audiologist 
and Speech Therapist 

Yoga Day celebration Students from standard 2   to 10th. Mr. Pimple, Mr Waghmare and Rujuta 
Patil. 

Annual School Sports meet  Students from Shishuvarg to SSC Sports committee 
Chembur festival (Puppet 
making) 

6 students  Meghana Soparkar 

visit to Gram Panchayat,  
Karjat 

Students of standard  6th to 9th.  Bhagyashri Vartak 

Presenting CCYM  National 
Anthem(ISL) by RTT students 

Royal Opera House, program by DrBatra’s 
Foundation and Times group  

Bhagyashri Vartak, Rujuta Patil and 
Nakul Bharmal 

Workshop on Natural Disaster Students from Standard 5th to 10th. Mr. S Gurav and Mr. A Gurav (Raksha 
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Samajik Vikas  Mandal) 

Walkathon for senior citizens 12 students Walkathon team 
A project on Say NO to Plastic  220 students received goodie bags Tulsiani Trust 
Annual excursion to Alibaug Standard 4th to 8 th Picnic committee 

Joglekar Cottage & Mayur  bakery 
Computer project Exhibition Students from Balvarg to stand  10th. Computer committee. 
Value Education  Students From stand 1st to  10th. Supriya More, Bhagyashri Vartak, 

Namrata Kulkarni and Nakul Bharmal 
CCYM Clean up drive All the students and staff  Cleanliness committee. 
Celebration of Constitution 

day  
Students from Std 5th to 8th Bhagyashri Vartak  

WHAT WE HAVE BEEN DOING ….RTT TEAM 

WHAT WE HAVE BEEN BUSY WITH……RTT HIGH SCHOOL 
What  Details 
POONAM SAWANT 
Submitted research thesis 
 
Delivered lectures to teachers  
 
Publication of articles 
(Marathi and English) 
 
 
Delivered lectures for 
 
 
Correction of papers. 

To Mumbi University for the degree of Ph D (Arts) special education 
 

For special teachers in CRE organi zed by NCED, Maharashtra chapter 
 

International online multidisciplinary Journal review of research. 
Shodh Sarita- An international Bilingual reviewed referred research journal. 
 
 

M. Ed(Special Education) 
B.Ed (Special Educa tion) in AYJNISHD(D) 
M.Ed(HI) AYJUNISHD(D) 
DHLS Examination. 

SHUBHADA SATPUTE 

Delivered lectures including at CRE 
Delivered lectures for special teachers  

On early literacy material at CRE organized by HACSE and Cochlea 
 At Shirdi and Kopargaon 

HARSHA PATIL / VARSHA FOUZDAR / VANITA DHURI 

Attended CRE  State level programs recognized by RCI 
KAVITA MARU 
Attended a 3 hour workshop  understanding Dyslexia and DALI Screening Tool conducted by Maharashtra 

Dyslexia association, Mumbai 
Attended workshop Attended workshop on " Effective study and memorizing strategies for children " 

conducted by Astitva Clinic 
Attended program  Attended Program of Principles of Early Language Development conducted by 

Listening Together, Received LSLS credit points002 
RUJUTA PATIL 
Successfully completed 5 night trek In Leh Ladak, Chaddar trek on frozen river Zanskar at a height of 14000ft 
MADHAVI SAVARKAR 
Attended CIGICON  

 
Annual conference of Cochlear im plant Group of India )in Mumbai 

MISHACON (Annual conference of  
Maharashtra Branch) 

2 days at Deenanth Mangeshkar Hospital Pune 

Dysphagia Workshop 1 day at Cooper Hospital, Mumbai 
ATUL JADHAV 
Article Publication 
 
 
 

Effect of Abacus Training on Numerical Ability of Students with Hearing Loss in 
DCID journal Vol 29. Co- author Dr Varsha Gathoo  
Awareness about Abacus among Teachers from Special and Regular Schools in 
ERJ vol IV. Co- author Dr Varsha Gathoo 

 
Obtained Doctor of Philosophy 
(Ph.D.) in Special Education 
 

“The Effect of Abacus Training on Cognitive Abilities of Students with Hearing 
Loss”. University of Mumbai, Guide: Dr Varsha Gathoo 
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20. MEDALS AND LAURELS: RTT TEAM 

RRT ACHIEVEMENTS: MEDAL AND AW ARDS: TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 
WHO AWARDED BY 
Poonam Sawant For achieving 100% result in SSC Rotary club of Chembur by Anagha Paranspe 
Alka kale 
Sumati Girigosavi 

 Best teacher award We  Club of Anushakti  Royals 
Sindhi society gymkhana 

Nanda Gajbiye 
Sangeeta Shere 

Gunvatta  award Rotary Club of Deonar 

Meghana Soparkar Dr Kalatai Joshi Smriti Karandak state level award 

for teaching skills 
Deputy Collector Rohini Nare and Deputy 
Inspector general of Police (Ahmed Nagar) 

SumatiGirigosavi  Contribution in special education Rotary club of Chembur by Anagha Paranspe 
SunitaChindarkar 
 

Ist class inExam – prathama Sugam Sangeet Prachar Samittee , Pune 
 I class in Exam – Subhod Sugam Sangeet Prachar Samittee , Pune  
Certificate of  Custodian 
 

National Institute of Technology,Kurukshetra 
In collaboration with Dept  of  EPD 

BhagyashriVartak 
 

Best teacher’s award We  Club of Anushakti  Royals 

RujutaPatil Best teacher’s award Sindhi society gymkhana 
STUDENTS ACHIEVEMENTS  
Zeeshan sheikh Consolation prize in interschool quilling 

competition 
Sadhna Vidyalaya (Dadar) 

19 STUDENTS 10 gold medals 
5 silver medals 
4 bronze medals 

 
Social welfare department on occasion of 
international day for person with disabilities 
(district level sport events) Rtt school  Championship trophy 

Winner in March past 
Runners up trophy in athletics 

Snehanalawade  Gold medal in 700 meters State level Interschool sports event (Amravati) 
10 students 1gold medal and 2 bronze medals in 

Gymnastics 
 2 gold medals,3 silver,2 bronze 

Core sport republic sport tournament, Santacruz 

10 students 9 students passed with distinction and 1 student 
passed with first class 

Maharashtra state board secondary exams (SSC) 

6 students Participated in Robotic workshop and received 
1 Prize for best team performance 

Sankalp Sansthan initiated by RujutaPatil.  

6 students   2nd prize in embroidery interschool event Meghana Soparkar 
50 students 
40 parents 

In various events onWorld Deaf Day  Competition committee of RTT school and Inner 
Wheel club of Chembur 

Ankita Waghmare   2nd prize in speech competition  Inter school  speech competition 
Sadhana Vidhayala , Dadar 

One interesting word in English. Oxymoron: 

An Oxymoron is defined as a phrase in which two words of opposite meanings are brought 
together....Here are some funny oxymoron:
AND LAST BUT NOT THE LEAST 'Handicapped human being’

  Clearly Misunderstood Exact Estimate Small Crowd

  Act Naturally   Found Missing Fully Empty

  Pretty Ugly   Seriously Funny Only Choice

  Original Copies  Open Secret  Tragic  Comedy

  Foolish Wisdom  Liquid Gas  Completely handicapped

Arushi Arushi 
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The backbone of any expansion plan is human resource. Our effort towards offering B.Ed (Learning 
Disability) is no exception. After the long and complex process of almost five years for obtaining salary 
aid, HACSE  recieved NOC for making appointments of 4 aided teaching posts. High point of 2019 then 
cannot be any different from these appointments. Following every minute norm and procedure set by Govt 
of Maharashtra, UGC, RCI, University of Mumbai and roster section, the appointments did happen in 
November 2019. The team HACSE has now become more diverse – it has the rare combination of experts 
in hearing impairment, learning disability, audiology / speech pathology, intellectual disability and 
general education. Welcome Dr Amit Mishal, Ms Nisha Kutty and Ms Poonam Mishra. The dream of 
offering quality education to the would-be special teachers appears more real now.
2019 also marked three developments crucial for student centric educational system. Formation of 
student council and college development committee and Aayam: campus recruitment. For the first 
time college had formal elections wherein students selected their symbols, ran a small campaign and voted 
for the candidate they trusted. We also had two meetings of the council and it was a fulfilling experience 
since students through this council now are part of decisions and responsibilities. The council led by 
President Simran Advani and Secretary Bharati Singh is hoping to contribute to the development of the 
college. They are also part of the newly formed CDC, college development committee. Dr Raju Arak, 
experienced professional from AYJNISHD is the external expert guiding the college on the right path 
though the CDC. Thirdly, HACSE for the first time offered campus recruitment event wherein 7 
organizations participated including Dubai International School. Around 45 Second year students and 
alumni (members of AAHA) benefitted from the effort. Team HACSE  was happy to facilitate our students 
change the dimension (AAYAM) from being learner to being teacher.
HACSE, has been organizing CRE (Continuous Rehabilitation Education) programs every year for 
empowering the in-service special teachers. 2019 was no exception. But special feature this year was 
inviting national level expert from Delhi as resource person on research methodology – DrSansanwal. 
Apart from the routine agship activities – Adhikar, Aarambha, Arushi, awareness driveetc, two other 
things kept us on our toes – our involvement in developing adapted formats for assessment and 
accreditation for special education for NAAC and preparing ourselves for our NAAC second round 
scheduled in 2021.  In shot, 2019 was tiringly hectic – but as Fredrick Herzberg asserts, “the powerful 
motivation in our lives is not money; it's the opportunity to learn, grow in responsibilities, contribute 
to others and be recognized for achievements”. Bang on Mr Herzberg, you said it!

21. ANNUAL REPORT (1/1/19 TO 31/12/29): The HACSE Update!
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HACSE so far, a squirrels share…… tiny yet dedicated and definite action!

 Produced over 358 Special Educators through B.Ed (Special Education) program

 Touched lives of over 400 parents of children with hearing impairment through parent 

empowerment program-ADHIKAR.

 Oriented over 585 mainstream teachers on disability and inclusion through –AARAMBHA.

 Reached hundreds of alumni, friends and collaborators through our newsletter- ARUSHI.

 Trained over 710 in-service teachers through RCI approved Continuous Rehabilitation Education.

 Extended information to over 3050 college students through the awareness drive every year. 

 Catered to hearing assessment needs of over 1500 families through CAAI. 

Collaborators and Well Wishers of HACSE 
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Our Vision:

In order to move towards a right based, inclusive and diversity friendly society, CCYM's Hashu Advani 

College of Special Education remains committed to develop and empower the manpower in the field of 

special education which would work towards facilitating age appropriate and joyful education of 

individuals with special needs in mainstream, special and open education.

Our Mission: To Execute Human Resource Development Programs which

 Address all section of society: aspirant youth, in service educators, school authorities,  

            administrators and policy makers;

 Are long term as well as short term in nature;

 Aligned with special as well as general education needs of the school system in India;

 Bring measurable improvement in knowledge, skill and attitude of the beneficiaries of the 

            concerned program;

 Facilitate special education as a career option for talented youth

Our Value: 

 Services to ALL

 Opportunities for ALL strategies / methods

 Collaborations and cooperation as against competition

 Continuation of reection and learning

ANNUAL REPORT : CCYM'S HACSE  

A. Long Term Learning Program  

Title Affiliation Recognition Duration Type Seat Entry 

B. Ed (Special Education) 

Hearing Impairment 

Mumbai 

University 

 

RCI 2 years 

(4 Sem) 

 

Aided 

 

20 

Maharashtra 

CET 

B. Ed (Special Education) 

Learning Disability 

Mumbai 

University 

RCI 2 years 

(4 Sem) 

Aided   25 Maharashtra 

CET 

 
 

B. Short Term Learning Programs 

 

 

Title 
 

Nature 
 

Recognition 
 

Beneficiaries 
 

No. 
 

Coordinator 

Research 

Methodology  

Continuous Rehabilitation 

Education 

 

RCI al Educators 30 Nisha Kutty 

 
 

Speci
  

Use of 

technology & 

TLM 

Continuous Rehabilitation 

Education 

RCI Special Educators 

and Psychologists 

 

30 

Kasturi 

 Kulkarni

Adhikar Parent Certificate Program HACSE Parents of CWHI 22 Gayatri Siruri 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 

t 
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. Highlight Events: *coordinated by IQAC towards quality improvement in Curricular Delivery C

Activity / workshop  Date Resource Process Owner 

 

Art bas 28 Bhavisha S  Zill Sed education /3/19 
  29/3/19

anadhya &
Botadkar 

andhya Pagare 

Photography for teachers 13/4/19 Subhash Jirange Nisha Kutty 

Voice modulation 24/4/19 Juee Khopkar Gayatri Sirur 

Crispiani Method  25/6/19 Piero Crispiani and Eleonora 
Palmieri (SNDT) 

Nisha Kutty 

 Life Skills for teachers 29/8/19 Sunanda 
rty 

Dr. Amit Mishal 
Chakrabo

Phonemics and Phonics 21/9/19 Geeta Dalal (SNDT) Sunanda 
rty Chakrabo

World Deaf Week 27/9/19 Dr. Alim Chandani, Mr Sunil 
  

re 
Sahasrabuddhe and Sonal Raut

Sandhya Paga

Volunteering for MDA 4/10/19 MDA Nisha Kutty 
Introduction to assistive 
technology 

9/11/19 Xavier's Resource Centre for the 
Visually Challenged (XRCVC) 

Nisha Kutty 

Speech to text – App demo  21/11/19 Dr Shubha Pandit and BE 
students of Sommaiya college 

Asmita Huddar 

Resume Writing  26/11/19 Nocholus Reishus @US 
Consulate 

Asmita Huddar 

Preparing for NAAC  13/12/19 Vidyalankar Institute of 
Technology 

Asmita Huddar 

Use of technology in Education 14/12/19 Ninad Vengurlekar Asmita Huddar 

 
 

 
l :  ILD Dilkhush Schoo Observation -Practical  SEM(I)H

NASEOH Chembur Observation -Practical SEM(I)HILD 
Hellen Keller Institute for Deaf and and Faculty exchange 
Blind 

Observation –Practical SEM(I)HILD 

ADAPT, Bandra Observation -Practical SEM(I)HILD 
NMMC’s ETC, Navi Mumbai ability)-Practical Observation (Cross Dis SEM(I)HILD 
Victoria School for the Blind Observation (Cross Disability)-Practical SEM(I)HILD 
Atman Academy Observation (Inclusive Set up)-Practical SEM(I) LD 
Anil Asrani Vocational College Observation (Inclusive Set up)-Practical SEM(I) LD 
Dept of Special Education, SNDT  Faculty Exchange SEM(I)HILD
Suvidya College of special Education aculty Exchange  Observation And F SEM(I)HILD 
NIEPED Combined lectures F Ys 
Education Audiology / Research 
Society 

Lessons SEM III 

KDN Shruti School Lessons SEM III 
RTT School for the hearing  Professional volunteering 
handicapped 

Lessons / SEM III 

Stephen school Lessons SEM III 
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D.

 Collaboration with Organizations: ACADEMIC COLLABORATION WITH OTHER ORGANISATIONS 

Organisation Nature Beneficiaries 
Nagindas Khandwala college ncy for curriculum 
(Autonomous) 

Consulta
development(MA) 

College 

H J college of Education (Autonomous) Academic Development College 
Trinayani Foundation Consultancy in material development Society 
Signex  Consultancy in material development Society 
Kuchch school Skill development for teachers School 

Arushi Arushi 
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What We Have Been Doing… (Amid, our hectic routine!)
We all were involved in:
  Awareness campaign, admissions, scheduling, teaching, coordinating visiting faculty, internal  
             assessment
  Paper setting/translating/evaluating and/or moderating for Mumbai University's B. Ed (Special             
             Education) Hearing Impairment and/or Learning Disability programs
 Collaborative lectures for B. Ed students of other organizations including Suvidya Centre of     
            Special Education, NIMH and SNDT Women's University
           Delivering lectures in ADHIKAR – Parent Training Program / CRE short term programs

B. Ed program Coordination (2018-2019)
     
    B. Ed (HI)   B. Ed (LD)
  SEM 1  Gayatri SirurSunanda   Chakraborty
  SEM 2  Gayatri SirurSunanda   Chakraborty
  SEM 3  Kasturi Kulkarni  Nisha Kutty
  SEM 4  Kasturi Kulkarni  Nisha Kutty

INDIVIDUAL DETAILS OF FACULTY:

 Prof. Asmita Huddar, Principal, CCYM's HACSE 

SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENTS:

 Convener, RR  (Research and Recruitment) committee at UoM 

 University nominee on Academic Council of an autonomous college of Education

 Member scrutiny Committee for application for opening new colleges in the faculty of 

interdisciplinary studies at YoM 

 Member scrutiny committee for the applications received by UoM for the post of Dean 

(Interdisciplinary faculty)

 

Central School  for the Ed of the Deaf   Internship(Cross Disability) Lessons / SEM III 
Little hearts learning center Lessons SEM III (LD) 
Don Bosco International school Lessons SEM III (LD) 
NMT Observation of remedial Education SEM III (LD) 
Sols Arc Observation of remedial Education SEM III (LD) 
Jidda Special school (ID) Internship(Cross Disability) SEM IV (HI) 
City Academy Internship(Cross Disability) SEM IV(LD) 
Vikas Vidyalay for the Deaf Internship(Cross Disability) SEM IV(LD) 
Pragati Vidyalay Internship(Cross Disability) SEM IV(LD) 
Swami Vivekanand HighSchool Internship (Inclusive) SEM IV (HI) 
Swami Vivekanand Preschool  Internship (Inclusive) SEM IV (HI) 
Swami Vivekanand (Hindi Medium) Internship (Inclusive) SEM IV (HI) 
Sanathan Dharma vidyalay Internship (Inclusive) SEM IV (HI) 
Don Bosco International school Internship SEM IV(LD) 
Akansha foundation Internship SEM (IV)  

(LD) 
Muktangan Internship V (LD) SEM I
The Gateway School of Mumbai ement Field Engag SEM IV (LD) 
Maharashtra Dyslexia Association eering Professional Volunt SEM II (LD) 

t 

t 

t 
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 Member of 2 committees at Rehabilitation Council of India (Govt of India) A. Diploma / Bachelor 

level syllabi in special Education, B. India sign language and curriculum development

 Member of Consultation team to K-DISK project under Youth Innovation Program of Govt of  

Kerela on adapting the same for the Youth with disabilities.

 Member consulting committee of NAAC on development of template and manual for assessing 

teacher education institutes including special education

DELIVERED LECTURES:

 On 'Diversity, Disability and Inclusion' at Human resource development Center (HRDC) at UoM 

  On Quantifying Variables in Research  at CRE program organized by NIPID (Vashi)

 On 'Evolving Disability Policy' at STP organized by HRDC at DSE – SNDT on Challenges and 

transformations in inclusive Higher Education.

 On Role of research in professional life: Consumption of research 

ORGANISED

 Series of 2 workshops for the content writers of SONY entertainment TV on projecting disability 

in popular media in collaboration with Population First and UNICEF

ATTENDED

 International Conference organized by DSE, SNDT on Be the difference : Equality and Equity in 

Education 

 International conference organized by Maharashtra Dyslexia Association – READ on 

development of early writing skills

 Workshop on revised NAAC parameters and measures for the principals organized by the LS 

Raheja college

 Workshop on Data Organization for Assessment and Accreditation organized by Vidyalankar 

College in July 2019

 Workshop on NAAC peer visit and exhibits organized by Vidyalankar in Dec 2019

 Workshop on 'Breaking Barriers' organized by TED X at the American Consulate

 PUBLICATION / PRESENTATIONS / PEER REVIEWING / CHAIRING SESSIONS

 Chaired a session during a national conference organized by NIPID on ASD

 Peer reviewed one manuscript of an article for the journal of Rehabilitation Council of India

 Chaired two sessions at the international conference held at SNDT by DSE on 
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 Written / edited study material for Dip in Indian sign Language Interpretation for RCI.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

 Worked as the member of 3 Selection committee and interview panels as subject expert for the post 

of Principal and assistant professors at UoM .

 Led the reconciliation process for university fees and obtained a clear report with completion 

certificate. 

 Led the process of aided appointments of 4 faculty for B Ed Learning Disability as per the norms of  

Govt of Maharashtra, UoM and RCI

 Consultancy to SLAD on rights of the PWD including meeting with Chief Minister representing 

SLAD.  

 Provided consultancy to Trinayani foundation in developing puppet show on inclusion

 2 institutional assessment for D Ed and B Ed programs at Faridabad and Jaipur  for RCI

  Member of fact finding committee of UoM for investigation of a case of exam related 

malpractices by a B Ed.

 Member curriculum development committee of an autonomous college (Nagindas College) for 

the MA program in Psychology.

 Undertook examination related tasks for ISLRTC (Govt of India)

  Dr. Gayatri Sirur, Associate Professor, CCYM's HACSE 

SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT

 Organised and conducted free hearing screening for senior citizens and babies residing in and 

around chembur in December 2019 on the event of World Disability day

DELIVERED LECTURES/KEY NOTE ADDRESS

 Delivered lectures for SNDT, SUVIDYA and NIEPED students on medical aspects of hearing 
impairment

 Delivered lecture for parents of children with hearing impairment attending ADHIKAR (Parent 
Empowerment program)

ORGANISED

 Coordianted and Organised College Developmental Committee (CDC) meeting of CCYM's 
HACSE 

ATTENDED

 One day workshop on 'Nai Talim Based Experiential Learning' organized by Thakur 
Shyamnarayan College of Education and Research
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th
 Webinar on Auditory Verbal Therapy organized by Indian Speech and Hearing Association on 14  

August 2019
rd

 Webinar on 'Guidelines and Trends in Telerehabilitation' on August 23  2019
 CRE organized by CCYM's HACSE on 'Research Methodology'

th
 Webinar on 'Evaluation on Vestibular Disorders' on 26  September 2019

th
 Webinar on Management of APD on 17  October 2019

th
 Webinar on Aphasia Management on 29  November 2019
 State level conference organized by Maharashtra Chapter of Indian Speech and Hearing 

Association (MISHA), the theme of the conference was 'Evidence based practice'.
 Demo cum orientation session on NAAC preparation at VET.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

 Appointed as a subject expert for viva of Bharti Vidyapeeth Deemed University 
 Appointed as an expert in scrutiny committee constituted by Shikshan Shulka Samiti ,Higher 

Education ,Government Maharashtra.
 Invited as a judge to speech competition held by RTT school for the hearing handicapped, on the 

occasion of celebration of world deaf day  . 
 Coordinated and monitored activities of CAAI (An outreach development initiative by CCYM's 

HACSE)
 Coordinated sponsored AVT project for young children with hearing impairment under CAAI

 Raised Funds for AVT project under CAAI 
 Headed the scrutiny committee at CCYM's HACSE
 Appointed as a paper setter for Diploma in Special Education conducted by RCI
 Chief conductor of examination of HACSE for semester end examination of University of   
            Mumbai
 Appointed as a paper setter, examiner and moderator for semester end examination of University  
            of Mumbai
 Formed and maintained whats app group of HACSE alumni specially meant to exchange 

professional information and job placements

 Dr. Amit Mishal 

       SPECIAL ACHIEVMENT:

th
 Was invited to Judge the H ward level Science Exhibition on 4  Dec 2019 

DELIVERED LECTURES:

 Was invited as resource person to deliver lecture on pedagogy of teaching science (Module 5)on 
th

13  April 2019.
th

 Conducted Session (Workshop) on Life Skills on 29  August 2019.

ATTENDED:

 Attended the training programme 'I  for  INCLUSION – Introduction to Accessible Technologies 
conducted on November 9, 2019 by Xavier's Resource Centre for the Visually Challenged 
(XRCVC),Mumbai

 Attended workshop on American Style resume & cover letter writing by resource person - 
th

Nicholus Reishus ( English Language Fellow at K J Somaiya Institute)  on  26  Nov 2019 at Dosti 
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House , Consulate General of the United States , Bandra, Mumbai. 
 Attended One Day Faculty Development Programme on Introduction to MOOCs and Swayam at 

thDhirajlal Talakchand Sankalchand Shah College of Law, Malad on 8  Dec 2019. 
th

 Actively participated in 'Awareness Program for Teacher Education Institutions”  held on 12  
Dec.2019 in NAAC Office, Bengaluru.

 Participated in the 'One Day National level Workshop' on 'NAAC Peer Team Visit Preparations: 
Criteria Exhibition 'organized by the internal Quality Assurance Cell of Vidyalankar Institute of 

thTechnology, Mumbai on 13  Dec. 2019.

PUBLICATIONS :

Published a chapter in book titled 'Pedagogy of English- Role of English in India'  Publication 
– House of Journals.

  Published paper titled 'Art  And Music Should Find Place In The Regular Time Table In 
Educational Institutions For Development Of  Perseverance,  Presence Of Mind,  Zeal , 
Mental Hygiene In The Millennial And Post- Millennial  Youth !'  in the Peer Reviewed  &  
Referred International Journal of Multidisciplinary Educational  Research.

OTHER  ACTIVITIES:

 Appointed as Jr. Supervisor to Assess Gender, School and Society. (Bachelor of Education- 
Regular )

 Appointed as a Re-evaluator to assess Pedagogy Of Teaching :Science

Sandhya Pagare-Kankute, Librarian, HACSE 

ORGANIZED / COORDINATED: 

DELIVERED LECTURES:

 Delivered lecture on library orientation on 4th Nov. 2019 

 Delivered lecture as a Resource Person at 11st Annual State Level One Week Training 

Programme on 26th Dec. 2019

 Taught basic of PPT to the students of students of RTT School, Chembur on 18th July 2019.

ORGANISED

th th
 Art Based Education workshop on 28  and 29   March 2019

th
 Provided one month training to MLISc student of DLISs of University of Mumbai from 6  

thMay to 6  June 2019

 User Awareness Programme on the occasion of the Librarians' Day 12th Aug. 2019.
th

 World Deaf Week in 27  Sept. 2019
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 ATTENDED:
th th

 Refresher course in Library and Information Science from 4  Jan. 2019 to 24  Jan. 2019
th th

 Two Days National Workshop on Scholarly Research Work on 15 & 16  March, 2019
th

 One day Seminar on New Dimensions of NAAC Accreditation on 8  Aug. 2019
th th

 Attended HACSE organized CRE programme from 15  Oct. To 17  Oct. 2019 as an observer.
th One day National Level Workshop on NAAC Peer Team Visit Preparations on 13  Dec. 2019

     At VET

 Kasturi Kulkarni, Assistant Professor, HACSE 

SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT

Submitted Ph.D (Special Education) thesis in the area of Parent Empowerment to the University of 
Mumbai. 

DELIVERED LECTURES 

 Delivered lectures for SNDT, SUVIDYA and NIEPED students on medical aspects of hearing 
impairment

 Delivered lecture for parents of children with hearing impairment attending ADHIKAR (Parent 
Empowerment program)

ORGANISED

 Co-ordianted ISLRTC examinations organized by ISLRTC, New Delhi in HACSE.
 Co-ordianted Dr. Uma Soman's one day seminar on 'Making Langauage Measrable' in HACSE
 Co-ordinated Avasar -skill development program for B.Ed special education students (HI & LD)
 Co-ordinated CRE program on Use of technology & use of teaching learning material, approved 

by RCI for 30 special educators. 
 Co-ordinated  Sem III  and IV of B.Ed (HI) SY students.

ATTENDED

th
 One day Seminar on New Dimensions of NAAC Accreditation on 8  Aug. 2019.

 Demo cum orientation session on NAAC preparation at VET on 13th December, 2019. 

 CRE organized by CCYM's HACSE on 'Research Methodology’.

PUBLICATIONS :

∙ Worked as author for study material to be developed by IDOL, Mumbai University. 

∙ Published paper titled 'Parent Training in Management of Hearing Impairment in Early 

Intervention Programs' in EduTech a journal in the UGC CARE list of journals. 

Arushi Arushi 
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OTHER ACTIVITIES

 Appointed as a paper setter for Diploma in Special Education conducted by RCI
 Appointed as paper setter, moderator, evaluator by Mumbai university.
 Appointed as a paper setter, examiner and moderator for semester end examination of University 

of Mumbai
 Formed and maintained whats app group of CRE teachers specially meant to exchange 

professional information and job placements

NISHA KUTTY, Assistant Professor, CCYM'S HACSE

SPECIAL ACHIEVEMENT

 Appointed as Assistant Professor in CCYM's Hashu Advani College of Special Education in 
the aided post.

 Assisted Dr. Asmita Huddar in framing syllabus on Disability, special needs and inclusion for 
M.A (Psychology) students of Nagindas Khandwala College.

DELIVERED LECTURES

 Lectures for B.Ed students of other organizations like Center of Special Education, SNDT 
University.

 Talk on Sensitivity towards Children with Special Need to teachers in South Indian 
Association High School in Dombivli.

 Talk on Behaviour Modification with parents of KDN Shruti School.
 Talk on Differentiating Content in inclusive education for students of Guru Nanak College of 

Education and Research.
 Talk on Behaviour modification in Adhikar session with parents of Rochiram Thadani High 

School.

ORGANISED

 Three day CRE on Research recognized by RCI.
 Co-ordinated the workshop on photography for students. 
 Corordinated Crispiani workshop at SNDT for students.
 Coordinated the workshop on phonemic awareness at SNDT for students.
 Co-ordinated with MDA for students volunteering for the Dyslexia Awareness week.
 Co-ordinated with Xaviers Resource Centre for the Visually Challenged for the workshop on 

Assistive Technologies.

ATTENDED

 Two day pre-conference workshop and symposium on “Be the Difference: Equality and Equity in 
Education”.

 Two day National Seminar on Autism organized by NIEPID.
 Attended a workshop on Resume Writing in US Consulate

Demo cum orientation session on NAAC preparation at VET on 13th December, 2019. 

Arushi Arushi 
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PUBLICATIONS

Editor of Arushi 2019

OTHER ACTIVITIES

 Remediation with children with Learning Disability

 Appointed as paper evaluator for Diploma in Special Education by RCI. 

 Appointed as paper setter, paper evaluator & moderator for B.Ed (Special Education) by Mumbai 

University.

  Poonam Mishra, Assistant Professor, CCYM'S HACSE

ATTENDED:

st    Attended Four days Pre-Conference Workshop and Symposium and 1  International Conference 
in Education “Be the Difference: Equality and Equity in Education” organized by Department of 
Special Education, SNDT, Women's University, Mumbai in 2019.

    Demo cum orientation session on NAAC preparation at VET on 13th December, 2019.
 
PUBLICATIONS:

   Mishra, P. (2019). Inclusive Education Practices at Pre-School Level: From Rational to Reality, 
Chapter in Book-Be the Difference: Equality and Equity in Education by Department of Special 
Education, SNDT Women's University, Mumbai. Chapter-5.PP.47-56. SR Publishing House, 
New Delhi. ISBN 978-93-8288-94-1.

OTHER ACTIVITIES:

 Invited as a Resource Person to Conduct Workshop for Teachers training on “Exceptionalities and 
Inclusive Education” organized by Deepak Foundation and DPS, Surat, Gujarat in June, 2019.

 Developed Teacher Training Module (On Intellectual Disability) and Lesson Plan for Inclusive 
Education Classroom Teaching for Deepak Foundation, Vadodara.

 Appointed as a paper setter for bachelor level courses by SVT College of Home Science, SNDT, 
Women's University, Mumbai.

 Appointed as a Paper Evaluator for D.Ed Special Education (HI), by AYJNISHD, Bandra, 
Mumbai.

 Appointed as a paper setter for state level teacher eligibility test by SCERT. 
st Deputed as member in Scientific Committee for 1  International Conference on Equality and 

Equity in Education conducted by Department of Special Education, SNDT, Women's University, 
Mumbai in January, 2019.

 Amol Salvi, Clerk, HACSE
ATTENDED:

   Workshop on VII pay calculation for non teaching staff held in VES in Nove 2019
   Workshop on VII pay calculation for teaching staff in May 2019 held at MCC College
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People at work: HACSE COMMITTEES 2019
College Development Committee (1.1.19 to 31.12.19)
Papan Saheja (President)
Asmita Huddar (convenor)
Raju Arak (External expert

Gayatri sirur (Member)

Sandhya Pagare (Librarian)

Student council members

President- Simran Advani

Secretary- Bharati Singh

Member 1- Khushbu Shah

Member 2- Pradeep Jaiswar

Member 3- Vinita Khedkar

Right to information committee: (1.1.19 to 31.12.19) 

Information Officer – Papan Saheja (Secretary) 

Appealing Officer - Asmita Huddar (Principal)

Assistant Officer - Amol Salvi (Clerk)

Internal Complaint Committee - ICC (1.1.19 to 31.12.19) 

(Committee against Sexual Harassment and Women Development)

 Presiding Officer - Gayatri Sirur (Associate Professor)

Convener - Sandhya Pagare-Kankute (Librarian)

Teaching Staff Representative - Kasturi Kulkarni (Assistant Professor) 

Non-teaching Staff Representative – Trupti Parab (Assistant Clerk) 

Student Representative – Rubina Ansari

External NGO Representative: Namrata Kulkarni (Social Worker)

Internal Quality Control Cell: IQAC (1.1.18 to 31.12.19)

Adviser: Asmita Huddar (Principal)

Coordinator IQAC and NAAC: Gayatri Sirur (Associate Professor)

Support: Nisha Kutty (Assistant Professor)

Student Representative: Shiwali Jaiswal

Anti-ragging Committee (1.1.18 to 31.12.20)

Teacher Representative: Nisha Kutty (Assistant Professor) 

 Student Representative: Ayesha Sayyed & Mohit Gupta

Library Committee (1.1.18 to 31.12.20) 

Secretary: Sandhya Pagare-Kankute (Librarian) 

Teacher Representative: Nisha Kutty (Assistant Professor) 

Student Representative: Rachel Fernandes 

Social Media (1.1.18 to 31.12.19)

In charge: Sandhya Pagare-Kankute (Librarian)

Student representatives: Khushboo Shah & Vinita Khedkar

Class Representatives (2018-2019) 

F.Y.B.Ed. (HI): Shraddha Shirke; F.Y.B. Ed. (LD): Jasmin Shah

S.Y.B.Ed. (LD): Rashmi Gaudo;  S.Y.B.Ed. (LD): Aparna Vyavaharkar 

Arushi Arushi 
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Month FY (HI /LD) SY (HI /LD) 

Jan -Lecture @ SNDT 
-Sem I University Examination 

-Sem III University Examination 
- Sem IV begins 
-Aayam- Campus recruitment 
-Internship @ inclusive and Special Schools 

                               -Prize distribution / patriotic songs and ag hoisting on Republic day 
Feb -Sem II begins 

-Classroom observation @ Mount Litera 
International School and Shishuvan 

-Case Study @ South Indian Association School 
-Puppet show by learning factory-Avsar-Skill 
development by Bindiya Hasaram 
-Annual Day Celebration 

-Puppet show by learning factory- 
-Avsar: Skill development sessions  

-Annual Day Celebration 
-Volunteering for senior citizens ‘walkathon’  

March -Participated in the intercollegiate 
competition organized by  Somaiya college 
-Combined lecture with SNDT students 
-Class  tests 1 
-Micro teaching lessons 
Pedagogy Lectures  

-Collaborative teaching @ Shishuvan 
- Group teaching @ South Indian School 
- Art Based Education Workshop by Bhavisha 
Sanadhya and Zill Botadkar 

                    Skill development in self defense through Karate techniques – Women’s day celebration  
April -Class  tests 2 

-Pedagogy lectures in maths and science 
-Internship @Sion and MDA 
-Avsar sessions on skill development 
-Photography workshop by Subhash Jirange 
-Community work @ AAVC 
-Voice Modulation workshop by Juee Khopkar

May --Subject seminars in maths and science -Sem IV University Examination 
-Student Council Election 

June -Sem II University Examination 
- Maharashtra CET 

-Sem III begins 
-Workshop on Crispiani Method @ SNDT 

July -Maharashtra CET results 
- Enrollment begins 

-Observation of remedial sessions@ MDA, NMT 
academy and ETC 
- Class Tests 1 

Yog day celebration 

August -Online process for admission begins -Internship @ Special Schools 
-Observation @ special schools 
-Workshop on Life Skills –Dr. Amit Mishal  

                                                           Celebration on Independence Day 

Sept -Sem I begins 
-Visit to NGOs including NASEOH 
 

-First CDC Meeting 
-Class room teaching 
-Celebrated World Deaf Week 
- Attended Workshop on Phonics by Geeta Dalal 
-Dasara Celebration 
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Student Council meeting  

-Felicitation program of successful Deaf personalities on World DEAF day 
-Teachers day celebration 

Oct -Attendeding / Volunteering Adhikar 
(family empowerment sessions) 
-Visit to Dilkhush school 
 

-Volunteered for awareness about Dyslexia with MDA 
-Volunteered for / attended CRE on Research 
-Attended an event by Population First On International 
day for Girl Child 
-Case study file submission 

Street Play on non violent child raising practices and inauguration of Adhikar – Gandhi Jayanti 
Cleanliness Drive 

Diwali celebration followed by Vacation 
Volunteering at Library 

Nov -Visit to Adapt center 
-Visit to SOPAN 
-Participated in intercollegiate book review 
competition organized by Shroff college. 

2nd Class Unit test 
-Attended the workshop on Introduction of 
Assistive Technology @ XRCVC 
 -Internship Presentation and File submission 
-Attended workshop on Resume Writing @ US 
Consulate 

-Fresher’s party and welcome to FYs 
-Subject seminar session on Brialle by Yukti Gupta 

-Attended the demo of “Text Aloud” app by Somaiya college of engineering 
Dec -Combined lectures with SNDT and Suvidya @HACSE 

-Combined lecture @SNDT 
-Combined lecture @ SOPAN 
- Visit to VMS 
-Internship at RTT school 

-D17 Presentations and relfections 
-3rd Unit tests 
-Christmas Vacation 

-Lecture on using Technology in Education by Ninad Vengurlekar (Founder of UTTER) 
- Program on world disability day and organization of  intercollegiate competition  

- Free health camp thorough Thyrocare 
-Revisiting Christianity: Christmas program 

-Student feedback on faculty (internal and out sourced) 
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THREE CHEERS FOR OUR HACSE TOPPERS OF BATCH 2017‐19: Congratulations!!
                   

                          B.Ed HI                                                B.Ed LD

      Rank                            Name                Rank                      Name
st st       1                     Sakshi Velankar                1                  Aparna Vyavaharkar
nd nd

       2                    Dolly Gupta                      2                 Sabila Bijlee
rd

       3                     Ayushi Shah

Arushi Arushi 
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Externally Funded Research: AVSAR: 
Yet another opportunity to learn necessary skill set

The B Ed students who have enrolled in HACSE for the academic year 2018-20 are going to be the future 
teachers contributing to the field of special education. The B.Ed (Special Education) curriculum 
prescribed by Mumbai University aims to empower the students in three areas namely:Theory, Practical 
teaching skills and Field engagement.  All the three areas provide lot of scope for the development of 
conventional   professional knowledge & skills essential to become efficient teachers. However, 
development of these higher level teaching skills is based upon the acquisition of few primary skills. These 
skills may be termed as the core-skills that facilitate the acquisition of the professional teaching-learning 
skills. These skills involve: Communication skills like pausing, paraphrasing, posing questions, 
Language-comprehension skills, Note-taking skills,  Task-analysis and task-management, Collaboration 
skills, Skills of setting teaching goals.  With the objective of providing a leaning platform for the students 
to aqcire these skills an externally funded research project was undertaken and completed. Following are 
the details of the project of which Kasturi Kulkarni was the Principal Investigator. 

Objectives: To compare the score of use of note taking aids by the B.Ed students obtained before and after 
short term training on note taking skills.

Method: This project used experimental research with pre-test post-test non-equivalent group design. The 
pre-test & post-test were administered to assess the improvement if any in the note taking skill. 16 
intervention sessions were planned and delivered by Bindiya Hassaram (Learning Differently)

Post Analysis Conclusion: that the Avasar sessions were effective and they have led to significant 
improvement in the scores of note-taking skills of B Ed students. 
FUNDING: Shri Ripujit Lal funded the project worth Rs 100000.

Arushi Arushi 

 WELCOME TO OUR NEW CCYM MEMBERS!

Name   Where  Designation  Qualification  Email

Dr. Amit Mishal HACSE Associate Professor Ph.D(Education)   drmishal.hacse@yahoo.com

Nisha Kutty  HACSE Assistant Professor MA, M.Ed (LD)    nisha.hacse@gmail.com 

Poonam Mishra HACSE Assistant Professor MA, M.Ed (ID),

        M.Phil (Sp Ed)     pm.hacse@gmail.com

Sahiba Shaikh  AAVC  Lecturer  BA, B.Ed              sayyedsaba908@gmail.com

Preety Gupta  AAVC  Accountant  B.Com                   preetygupta841@gmail.com
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Workshop by Dr. Uma Soman

The biggest focus point and task of our students and teachers is obviously development of language. 
They learn and practice so much about it. However, they are unable to catch it in measurable ways. 
Hence, HACSE had invited Dr. Uma Soman to guide the staff and students about planning, teaching, 
objective setting, and outcome measurement of language. The subject seminar titled 'Making language 
measurable' was organized on 8/1/2019 at HACSE. Dr. Uma Soman is the Director of Professional 
Development and Certified Auditory-Verbal Educator at Listening and Spoken Language Specialist, 
USA. The session was full of skill development. The activities were centered on literacy development 
of deaf children. Apart from the staff and students, 14 teachers from RTT school also participated in the 
seminar. The seminar was a great success and it was a learning experience for the audience. 

Arushi Arushi 

NAAC acknowledging the existence of special education colleges!  
HACSE gears up!!

NAAC, as we know being accountable to assessment and accreditation has revised the 

accreditation process from July 2017. A welcoming component of this revision is adapted 

benchmarks, indicators and parameters appropriate for colleges in special education. Dr Asmita 

Huddar attended a series of consultation meeting towards this purpose at NAAC Bangalore. The 

manual is now in public domain since Nov 2019 for colleges of special education to be part of this 

vibrant system of accreditation.  

For awareness of this manual and new accreditation process, NAAC arranged an awareness 
thprogram on 12  December 2019. HACSE deputed Dr. Amit Mishal, Associate Professor and 

NAAC coordinator to attend the same. Principals, NAAC coordinators, from all over teacher 

education colleges across India were present for the awareness program held at NAAC, 

Bengaluru. All the participants were made aware of revised procedure of accreditation followed 

by a lot of discussion reections. Many doubts were resolved and suggestions by all faculties who 

attended the awareness program were shared with NAAC members. It was a wonderful awareness 

program and AM sir feels more geared up to plan second cycle of NAAC soon.

AND THE STUDENTS OF THE YEAR 2019 ARE ......

AND THE 'STUDENT OF THE YEAR' 2019 ARE…..

 Name of the Student   Name of Organization

 Pooja Kokane    RTT High School

 Aparna Vyavaharkar   HACSE

 Seema G Lodhi   AAVC
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Adhikar – Certificate course on Family Empowerment Flagged off from 2/10/2019  
Process Owner –Dr G S Sirur
Beneficiaries -22 parents of children with hearing impairment from RTT school
Duration of the Certificate Course –December 2019 to March 2020 (Every Tuesday and Thursday )
Total sessions -30
The first session marking a street play by SY HI students on non - violent parenting. 
Highlights of the course- Parents are encouraged to do classroom observation apart from attending 
the  lectures .This facilitates to bridge the gap between theory and practical.Validictory function will 
be honored by Apurva Damle and her mother .Ms Apurva is an individual with Bilateral profound 
hearing loss, a successful audiologist and speech pathologist can be considered as role model for all 
our CWHI.

FIRST STUDENT COUNCIL OF HACSE! ALL THE BEST WITH NEW ROLE STUDENTS
President: Simran Advani
Secretary: Bharti Singh
Member : Khushbu Shah
Member: Pradeep Jaiswar 
Member: Vinita Khedkar

OUR FIRST ATTEMPT AT WIDENING THE INTERNSHIP SPHERE
Collaboration is the value cherished by team HACSE. One of the biggest collaboration opportunities 
is placing our students for field engagement or internship. HACSE is in collaboration with more than 
50 organizations in special or inclusive world where our students explore best leaning opportunities. 
However, all of these are in and around Mumbai. This year we decided to move out of Mumbai and let 
our students (who are willing) to get exposure at esteemed organizations in Maharashtra. Thanks to Dr 
Anjali Morris Foundation, Pune our attempt was successful. 4 second year students were placed at 
Morris Foundation for 6 weeks and we all feel blessed to be able to get benefit of their experience for 
grooming our teachers. Thanks Dr Uma Kulkani and her team. We look forward to more collaboration 
with you and many more dynamic organizations across the nation. 

Arushi Arushi 

Caption Writing 

Caption Writing

Caption Writing

Poetry Writing (Marathi)

Poetry Writing (Marathi)

Poetry Writing (Hindi)

Poetry Writing (Hindi)

Poetry Writing (Hindi)

WINNERS OF INTERCOLLEGE COMPETITION AT HACSE

Competition                    Name                                Prizes

Jitendra. H. Jagawat (HACSE)

Anupama Cowlagi (SNDT)

Pradeep. S. Jaiswar (HACSE)

Smita Ahire (HACSE)

Pallavi Dongre (HACSE)

Kajal .K.Naik (HACSE)

Pushpita Choudhary (NIEPID)

Manjual Shetty (NIEPID)

1st

2nd
nd3  
st

1  
nd2  
st1  

2nd



Inclusive education is backed by our legislations and our policies. It is here to stay. However, are 
our teachers and schools prepared in terms of infrastructure, attitudes and curricular transactions 
needed for successful inclusion of diverse population in mainstream schools? With a few 
exceptions of some schools, we are not. AARAMBHA – the beginning is our tiny contribution 
towards the larger goal of preparing schools for CWSN. In 2019 we collaborated with the South 
Indian Association's school in Dombivali. 85 teachers from primary section were oriented about 
including children with diverse needs. Ms Nisha Kutty was the process owner and she along with 
Ms Sunanada Chakrborty held lecture and skill development session for the teachers. The theme 
was – impact of teachers on little minds and strategies for inclusion. Teachers gave positive 
feedback that they feel more ready to ensure quality education for the students with special needs. 
We mark this as the beginning of their positivity and willingness towards inclusive education…. 
AARAMBHA!

AARMBHA – DISABILITY AND INCLUSION 
ORIENTATION OF MAINSTREAM SCHOOLS

THE LIBRARY SCORE: 2019

e  TOTAL TITLES 1322                       

e TOTAL COPIES: 1628                               

e PAID OFF LINE JOURNALS: 6

e TEST TOOLS:76                                                  

e AV collection:  175

e OTHER HIGHLIGHTS:

e E Granthalay.

e Internship for masters in library science

e Book bank facility .  

e User awareness program for First year students

e Special collection of Braille books and availability of low vision kit 
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HACSE’S CAAI: Call for Support

Center for audiological assessment & intervention equipped with modern infrastructure for 

specialized Audiological testing for babies, advocates, new born hearing screening. The main 

objective of CAAI is early identification of hearing impairment through new born hearing 

screening followed by intervention. In CAAI, new born hearing screening is done with oto acoustic 

emission (OAE) and auditory brainstem response audiometry (ABR). We invite you to be a partner 

in this noble mission called CAAI. Your support will go a long way in making differently-abled 

children active & participative members of the society. 

CAAI Centers to newborn babies, Infants & 
children with objective of early identification 
of hearing loss

Unique hearing screening program initiated by an 

NGO in chaamber area 

Speech therapy & AVT services are also available

Program Specially designed for children 

belonging to lower socio-economic classes 

Affordable rates of screening 

 

C
A
A
I

Inclusive education is here to stay. But we need to make the schools and teachers ready for it. 
HACSE publishes a set of 8 leaets- Rainbow set, summarizing points on making schools barrier 

free for all types of children with disabilities. This set was developed thanks to the funding 
received from Rotary Deonar. The Rainbow set is available on sale for Rs 150/- excluding delivery 
charges. 

Arushi Arushi 
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Arushi Arushi 
Audit Report 2019-20 (pg 1)
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Arushi Arushi 

Audit Report 2019-20 (pg 2)



Glimpses to Cherish Forever



� DO YOU WANT TO BE a SPECIAL TEACHER??
Any graduate (B A, B Com, B Sc etc.) can enrol for :

Two years B Ed (Spl Ed) Hearing Impairment OR Learning Disability
(Affiliation:University of  Mumbai; Recognition: RCI; Grant in aid: GoM) 

Admission through Maharashtra CET for B Ed 

  Contact

Hashu Advani College of Special Education

64-65, C ollector's Colony, Chembur, Mumbai - 400 074

022-25530451 /022-25531041 / 08976382213

hac_ccym@yahoo.co.in / hacselibrary2011@gmail.com

http://www.hacse.org.in

https://www.facebook.com/pg/ChemburColonyYuvakMandal/about/
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